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Wandering towards the field hockey fields to meet my hosts and experience
men 's field hockey for the first time, I measured my expectations of South Africa against
what I saw. Although my research had taught me not to expect li ons or half-naked bush
men to lurk in the bushes on the grounds of the Christian primary school , Trinity House, l
saw no evidence of the poverty and misery that AIDS had supposed ly inflicted on nearly
six million of the country's roughly fifty-five million inhabitants.

1

What buildings and

neighborhoods that did poke out above the high security walls of the campus betrayed the
affl uence on the other side. The plaid and polo combination so characteristic of private
schools in the United States were echoed in the uniforms of the students l saw. The
parents and students themselves were mostly white, friendly, and spoke with, what
seemed to ignorant ears, a funny Australian-British hybrid accent, littered with charming
phrases like " It' s a pleasure," and "Yah-yah."
My hosts told me it was an uncharacteristically warm winter day, but I found it
hard to believe there was such a thing as an African winter day. Perhaps I was just
cranky and jet-lagged from the I0,000 mile journey to get to South Africa that had ended
on ly very late the night before. So far my long plane ride seemed to bring me almost
back to where I started, and when my host motioned for me to follow her to the car, I
momentarily wondered if my trip would be the grand, life-changing adventure l had been
picturing for months .
The drive to the orphanage was punctuated by the fast-paced and friend ly chirping
of my host who dutifully and thoughtfully briefed me about the background of
Thandanani Orphanage. Leaving the gated and sheltered safety of the campus, I felt a

1

U AIDS. "South Africa," http://www.unaids.org/en/CountryResponses/ Countries/
south_africaasp (accessed December 9. 2007).

twinge of guilt and disgust with my initial disappointments. Within a few short minutes
in the car, the impressive mansions and imposing high walls melted away. Trash littered
the roads; and informal tents lined the streets full of various used, found, or stolen
merchandise.
With one more right turn, the car bumped and jerked slowly along a potholeridden dirt road. My heart sank to my stomach, and every fact I had read in every book I
had found came rushing back, nearly overwhe lming me. To my right I saw tin and
wooden shacks stretching out all along the road as far as I could see. It was a squatter
camp or, in its more polite term, an informal settlement. This patch of earth constituted
perhaps thousand of
people's last re ort.
Wi th no money, no
j obs, and no where to
go, the poorest of the
poor huddle together
in communitie
forged of nothing but
scrap metal, tra h,
and desperation. Not surprisingly, these informal settlements are huge breeding grounds
for the spread o f AIDS .2 Education, opportuni ty, and stable families are nearl y
nonexistent as these settlements signify the overwhelming and seemingly hopeless
situation faced by the government and anyone else wanting to affect change.

2

Karen Cosh, in terviewed by author, Johannesbu rg, South Africa, May l9, 2007.
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Then, I turned to my le ft. Literally on the other side of the road stood a modest,
but proud two story home surrounded by a tall wire fence. This was the Thandanani
Orphanage. Like perhaps hundreds of the children on the right side of the road, the
children li ving in Thandanani have no living parent. Although the social workers are
prohibited by law from disclos ing which children were orphaned as the result of AIDS
due to the still prevalent stigma urrounding the label, I wa given the impression that
mo t of the children li ve at Thandanani because of the epidemic. Thus, the background
stories of the children on both sides of the road re flect one another. Yet, by the very
nature of the side of the road that the Thandanani orphans li ve on, they have been
provided an opportuni ty to beat the odds and succeed where most in their position never
get the chance. Through donations and
volunteerism, the orphans are sent to various
chool according to their age and availability of
s pace. They are fed, clothed, and sheltered in
what is con idered to be above-level housing
with well -quali fied ocial workers. 1
Be fore even entering the building, I took
one more look at the squatter camp across the
street and then gazed at the symbol of hope that
stood before me. l had come to South Africa in
search of a group, organization, or person whose story I could bring back home and u e
to forge a connection between Americans and the seemingly incomprehensible, hopeless,
and overwhelming situation faced by the people of South Africa from the AIDS
3

Kholi. interviewed by author, Johanne burg, South Africa, May 19, 2007.
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epidemic. The epidemic in South Africa is among the worst in the world as more people
li ve with AIDS there than in any other country.

4

No magic pi ll or amount of foreign aid

will quickly and neatly shore up decades of social , political, economic, and psychological
underpinnings that have paved the way for the epidemic's hold on the country. Yet, here
stood a building and people working to affect change in the li ves of nineteen orphaned
children, part of the future generation of the nation . Small steps, enduring acts of
generosity and kindness, relentless hope, these are the things that can save South Africa.
I smiled to myself as I walked through the entry way and shook hands with the social
workers. On my very first day, l had found my starfish.
One day a man was walking along the beach when he noticed a figure in the
distance. As he got closer, he realized the figure was that of a little boy picking
something up and gently throwing it into the ocean. Approaching the boy, he
asked, "What are you doing?" The boy replied, "I'm saving the starfish. The sun
is up and the tide is going out. If I don't throw them back, they' ll die." "Son," the
man said, "don't you realize there are miles and miles of beach and hundreds of
thousands of starfish? There are too many. You can't possibly make a
difference!" After listening politely, the boy bent down, picked up another
starfish and threw it into the surf. Then, smiling at the man, he said, " I just made a
difference for that one."5
Pri or to my trip, I had always been struck by the gulf that seems to separate
developed, first world cou ntries like the United States from the issues and struggles faced
by less developed nati ons. One can hardly tum on the news without seei ng images of
crying babies, bombed out villages, and useless carnage. Yet, because an ocean separates
us from the devastation, we have the luxury of saying, "Gosh, that's really terrible,"
switching the channel, and eating our dinner without so much as a guilty conscience.

~Tony Barnett and Alan Whiteside, AIDS in the Twenty-First Century: Disease and
Globalization, ( ew York: Pal grave MacMillan, 2006). I 0.
5
Loren Eiseley, "The Star Thrower," New York: Time Books, 1979, quoted in Cemer for Special
Studies: ew York Presbyterian Hospital, "The Starfish Project, " http://www.thestarfishproject.org
(accessed January 28. 2008).
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Because we cannot relate to the plight of the people whose images we see nearly every
day, we have a tendency to dismiss it. l think tru s comes from a failure to connect with
the fact that real living, breathing, people are behind those images; people that, I have
found, are not so different in a lot of striking ways.
An other problem is the shear magnitude of the issue. AIDS afflicts far more
people in Sub-Saharan Africa that anywhere else in the world. Nearly six-times as many
people are infected in South Africa than in the United States, although it has roughly onesixth the population.6 Major social, historical, economic, and psychological obstacles
stand in the way of eradicating the far-reaching and encompassing nature of the disease.
At once, the problem can seem almost too big to tackle, too much to take.
Yet, the size of the issue should not translate into an excuse for indifference. The
story of AIDS and South Africa is more than j ust a story of how six million people
currently li ve with a fatal disease that has no c ure. lt is nearly fifty-five million stories of
fifty-fi ve million individuals who are profoundly affected by the epide mic every day.
True, a group or community cannot reali stically hope to signi ficantly affect the lives of
fi fty-fi ve million people, but they certainly can improve the chance for success for
nineteen mostly AIDS orphans at Thandanani orphanage.
The story of AIDS and South Africa will not draw to a close for the foreseeable
future, bu t by taking that walk down the beach when everyone else is content sunning
the mselves on their towels, we at least have a chance of making a difference to a few
very special starfish.

6

UNAIDS, "South Africa," http://www. unaids.org/en!CountryResponsesl Countries!
south_africa.asp (accessed December 9, 2007); U AIDS, "United States,·• http://www.unaids.org/enl
CountryResponses!Countrieslunited_states.asp (accessed December 9, 2007).
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Apartheid Era Policies from 1982-1994
The AIDS epidemic in South Africa is profoundly shaped by the historical context
of the country, most specifically the legacy o f apartheid . Without an understanding of the
influence of apartheid on not only the progression of the disease specifically, but also its
impact on social, political, cultural , and economic realities broadly, one cannot fully
grasp the nature of an epidemic that in fects approx imately 1700 people every day, or the
obstacles that remain to combating AIDS in the future.

7

Like most African countries, the region that eventually became South Africa was
colonized by the English and the Dutch during the seventeenth centu ry. 8 The English
came to dominate the Dutch colonists, who eventually established the new republics of
Orange Free State and Transvaal .9 In the 1880s, diamonds were discovered and the
English in vaded the Dutch colonies, sparking the Boer War.

° Foll owing the end of the

1

war and independence from Britain, both groups shared power until the 1940s, when the
Afrikaner National Party merged with the HNP and became the National Party. They
gained a strong enough majority that they officially took power as the majority party in
govemment. 11
ln 1948, with the National Party as the ruling majority, the first enactment of
apartheid laws institutionalized racial discrimination. Apartheid laws were an extreme
version of the segregation laws of the United States at this time. Whites and non-Whites
were not allowed to marry with the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1948, and

7

Helen Epstein, The Invisible Cure: Africa, the West, and the Fight Against AIDS ( ew Y ork:
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2007), I 06.
8
Leonard Thompson, A History of South Africa ( 'ew Haven: Yale niversiry Press, 2001), 33.
9
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 102.
w Thompson, A History of South Africa, 144.
11
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 187.
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many jobs were available by law onl y to white people. Citizens were classified as white,
black, or colored (mixed descent),

12

and black people were required to carry "pass-

books" with fingerprints, photo identification, and personal information to travel to nonblack areas of the country.

13

Some of the most significant legislation affecting the course of the AIDS
epidemic in volved the relocation of over three million blacks and the establishment of
Homelands. By the 1960s, 'Grand Apartheid ' had evolved from its basic foundations and
culminated in the Bantu Homelands Citizens Act of 1970, which des ignated territories
called Homelands supposedly based on race or tribe where various Afri can "nations"
were in some cases forcibly mo ved. The government claimed that in its Homeland an
African "nation" would '" ... develop along its own lines' while all its rights were denied
in the res t o f the country."

14

The government tried to force as many Africans as possible into the designated
territories. This was done along ethnic lines, which had not strongly dictated the social
structure of the black people since colonization. Thus, entire groups of people left behind
their homes to li ve in Homelands they had never seen, with people to whom they had no
strong ti es. The government packed black Africans into the territories so ti ghtly that, by
1980 in the Sotho Homeland QwaQwa, 157,620 Africans survived on a paltry 239 square
miles. 15 So poorly managed and grossly underdeveloped due to a prohibition on white

12

T hompson, A History of South Africa, 190- 19 1.
United Nations, "Human Rights: llistorical Images of Apartheid in South Africa,"
http://www. un.org/av/ photo/subjectslapartheid.htm (accessed ovember 28, 2007)
1
~ Thompson, A History of South Africa, 19 1.
15
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 193- 194.
13

7

in vestment by the government, the Homelands" ... re mained economic backwaters" while
the rest of the South African economy flourished during the 1950's and 1960's. 16
During the height of apartheid, other representative bodies of black people, such
as the African National Congress (ANC) and Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), were
outlawed as the country declared itself a republic no longer subject to the British
Commonwealth. At this time, Nelson Mandela and other ANC and PAC leaders were
imprisoned for speaking against the government. The apartheid government also took
various steps to prevent black people from achieving any real economic success through
such laws as Natives Laws Amendment Act of 1952, which narrowed the definiti on in
which black people could have a guaranteed residence in a town or city. Thus, just
be fore the outbreak of AIDS in 1980, the distribution of wealth in South Africa was such
that the top ten percent of the population had fifty-eight percent of the wealth, while the
lowest forty percent controlled only six percent.

17

Perhaps the most openly racist law of all, the Bantu Education Act, Act No 47 of
1953, provided for a specific black-tailored education program that was designed to keep
blacks from aspiring to pos iti ons in society and government that they would never hold. 18
At the same time, the government consistently spent ten times as much per capi ta on
white school children as on Africans, and African classes were often more than twice as
large as white ones. Thus, although black children outnumbered white children fi ve to
one in South Africa, only 12,014 black students passed their matriculation exam (s imilar

16

Thompson, A History of South Africa, 19 1.
Stanford University, ''The History of Apartheid in South Africa," http://www-csstudents.stanford.edu/-cale/cs20 1/apartheid.hist. html (accessed 'ovember 12, 2007).
18
The ew York T imes Company, "Apartheid Legislation in South Africa,'·
http://africanhistory.about.com/library/bllblsalaws.htm (accessed ovember 14, 2007).
17

8

to an exit exam for high school) in 1978, while over three times as many white children
did. 19
Finally, in the 1970's and 1980's the foundations of apartheid began to weaken.
Increasing international pressure in the form of sanctions and isolation combined with
economic woes forced the government to make some concessions. Moreover, for the
first time there was significant migration of whites out of South Africa due to falling
GOP, (which was exacerbated by the much faster increase of the black population
compared to the white population). This in tum caused a corresponding slump in muchneeded professional sectors. 20 Meanwhile, the client rulers of the Homelands were such
poor managers of the areas that they needed continual support and funding from the
central government. Finally, the postwar African world was no longer controlled by
Europeans, but native blacks, thus making South Africa a continental anomaty _2

1

The UN Security Council imposed a mandatory embargo on the supply of arms to
the country, and the U.S. Congress passed the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, thus
illustrating the international pressure on South Africa to end apartheid.22 A tri-cameral
parliament was created in 1983, and the Pass Laws requiring identi fication for blacks to
enter white-on ly areas was abolished in 1986.

23

In 1984, a new constitution gave Asians

and Coloreds, but not blacks, limited participation in the central government. The
divided Afrikaners thought that making some calculated concessions to blacks would
bring them back into the world fold and reduce the country's isolation from its Eu ropean

19

Thompson, A History of South Africa, 196.
Thompson. A Histo ry of South Africa , 2-l2.
21
Thompson. A History of South Africa, 222.
22
South Africa To, "Apartheid South Africa," http://www.southafrica.to/history/
Apartheid/apartheid.htm.
23
" Apartheid," Encyclopredia Britannica 2008. Encyclopredia Britannica Online. 10 Feb. 2008
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9007978.
20
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24

and North American brethren.

Yet, this was also the time of the greatest political

violence in the nati on's history as 250,000 miners went on strike in 1987 to protest the
abhorrent conditions of the mines and migrant work in general. For nearly ten years,
violent conflict erupted periodically between Zulu supporters of lnkatha and the ANC
and KwaZu lu and on the Witwaterand? 5
While apartheid was beginning to crumble, however, its effects had already led to
the decrease in intellectual growth among blacks, as well as fostered a psychology of
inferiority-superiority among whites and blacks. The forced migration to diamond mines
undermined the familial structure of black families and promoted prostitution, as fathers
and hu sbands spent many months away from their wives. Family life was increasingly
disorganized and undermined due to the migratory labor system. Essentially, the forced
societal structure created by apartheid legislation provided a " ... rich societal Petri dish in
which HfV and AIDS could Oourish ... "

26

Thus, when the first case of AIDS was recorded in 1981 and almost no definitive
knowledge about the disease existed, the social cohesion that could have combated it did
not exist wi thin the society. Furthermore, the various biomedical, economic, societal,
and political elements existing within the country during the onset of AIDS as a
worldwide phenomenon provided the ideal environment for the spread of the epidemic.
South Africa, then, is a society with historical and legal factors that have entrenched
susceptibility into its populace.27

2

~ Thompson, A History of South Africa , 229.
s Thompson, A History of South Africa, 232.
26
Pieter Fourie. The Political Management of HIV and AIDS in South Africa: One Burden Too
Many? ( ew York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2006), 151 .
27
Liz Walker, Graeme Reid, and Morna Cornell, Waiting to Happen: HIVIAIDS in South Africa
[the bigger pictllre], (London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 200~). 20.
2
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From a biomedical standpoint, although the first AIDS death was due to
homosexual transmission, early on the South African variety was identified as clade C, a
heterosexually transmitted strand of HIV.28 In addition, the prevalence of many other socalled opportunistic infections like tuberculosis, or STDs in South Africa during the
1980 (and today), provided an environment for the infection to spread more easily. 29
Economically, the apartheid laws left millions of blacks poor and often
undernourished (another avenue by which HIV can more easily be transmitted). The
poor who have TB or an STD for example, also do not have the resources to seek
treatment for their conditions; thus the biomedical risk factors cannot be mediated.30 The
unequal distribution of healthcare resources during apartheid already meant that a black
baby was thirteen times more likely to die than a white baby and that, whi le whites
enjoyed an equal life expectancy of North Americans and Europeans, blacks cou ld expect
to live no longer than any of their African counterparts. 31
The patriarchal society of the country during this time combined with the
migratory nature of work meant women were at a severe disadvantage in sex ual
relationships. The incidence of rape of women in South Africa continues to be among the
highest in the world with one study showing an estimated 1,000 occur every day.32
Women cou ld not control their own sex ual li ves and had no power to prevent adultery by
the male or refuse sex. Thus, when the males went off to the mines and lived in singlesex hostels, they often freely slept with prostitutes, another prime place for the spread of

28

Fourie, The Political Management of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, 52.
S. S. Abdool Karim and Q. Abdool Karim. HIVIAIDS in Sowh Africa, 433.
3
° Fourie, The Political Managemefll of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, 53.
31
Thompson, A History of South Africa. 203.
32
Mark Cichocki, "1:-UV Around the World - South Africa," http://aids.about.com/od/clinicaltrials/
a/ safrica_2.hm (accessed January 12, 2008).
N
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a sexually transmitted disease. 33
The South Africa of the 1980's was continually on the brink of civil war and
experienced intense violence throughout the decade as the government repeatedly
attacked neighboring states and destabilizing the region. The movement of troops,
refugees, and peace-keepers in and out of the region probably also increased the spread of
the disease. 34
The government's response during the 1980s can be characteri zed as almost
indifferent. [nitially, the government took the position that the disease was the result of
unacceptable immoral behavior and those who contracted the disease essentially deserved
what they got. They pointed to homosexuals, sex workers, and drug users as outcasts and
deviants of society rather than examining their own role in the spread of the disease.
Furthermore, the first fatalities in South Africa were gay, white men; th us, the black
community did not see the disease as relevant to their c ulture. They were safe. 35
By the late 1980s it became clear that the disease in the coun try had taken a
distincti vely heterosexual turn. Still clingi ng to the morality argument, much of society,
especially white society, now characterized the disease in terms of the immorali ty,
ignorance, and animal-like sexual promiscuity of blacks. The stigmatization of the
disease and the subject of sex made openly discussing the di sease, distributing
information, or finding a way to curb or stop the spread of it almost impossible. Since
the government still blamed the person for his or her HIY status, it did not feel the need
to provide care for the person, but only to try to discourage the spread of infection by

33

Liz Walker, Graeme Re id, and Morna Cornell, Waiting to Happen , 26-29.
~ Fourie, The Political Management of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, 56.
35
Fourie, The Political Management of HIV and A IDS in South Africa , 58-59.
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12

appealing to morality. 36 The government even passed legislation in 1987 allowing
medical offi cers of health to instruct a suspected infected person that he or she had to
submit to a medical exam and place the person in quarantine until "free of the infection."
This legislation was eventuall y amended in the early 1990's. 37 lf it had been allowed to
continue as it was, it cou ld have stimulated perhaps the most significant discrimination
against a people group in the country, even outstripping racism. 38
The black population itself was confronted with explaining the disease as it had
been initially categorized as a "white, gay problem." The generations of mistrust of
whites often led blacks to conclude that the message of abstinence or reduced
promiscuity was really a white ploy to reduce black birthrates. Condoms, if they were
mentioned at all, were looked on scornfully and hesitantly as a vehicle for negating
manhood. 39
The mixed signals and insufficie nt information about HIV and AIDS given by the
government during this time compounded the problem still further. For example,
governmental personnel were using homophobic language to describe who contracts the
disease as late as the mid L980s, and the passage of the Human Tissue Act (1983) further
cemented this stigma by exc luding such people as homosexuals from donating blood.

40

The government was also very slow to commence antenatal clinic surveys to determine
the infection rate, only first doing so in 1990, and eight years after the first case.

41

South

African medical agencies also placed a very low priority on developing demographic

6
'
37

Fourie, The Political Management of H/V and AIDS in South Africa, 61.
Fourie, The Political Management of H/V and AIDS in South Africa , 88.
38
Fourie, The Political Management of HIV and AIDS in South Africa , 95.
39
Liz Walker, Graeme Reid, Morna Cornell , Waiting to Happen , 57.
~° Fourie, The Political Managemem of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, 88.
~ • icoli attrass, The Moral Economy of AIDS in South Africa. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004), -H .
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models of who would be affected by the ensuing epidemic. This attitude only shifted
gradually as the apartheid government realized it was going to lose power and needed to
address not just the higher-class white segment of the population, but also the longignored, poor, black population. Thus, there was eventually a shift to e mphasis on
primary health care which could aid poorer commu nities and quality information about
what people could do to prevent the spread o f the disease.

42

Mandela Presidency: 1994-1999
The decade of the 1990's saw the culmination of the end of the struggle against
apartheid with the release of Nel son Mandela by President F.W. de Klerk after twentyseven years in prison. F. W . de Klerk then helped repeal what remained of apartheid
law.43 An all-white referendum in 1992 even approved of the negotiation between ANC
44

leaders and the government to form a new constitution.

October, 1993, saw de Klerk

and Mandela sharing the Nobel Peace Prize for ending apartheid and bringing true
democracy to South Africa. This was finally achkved in April o f 1994 when the ftrst
truly free elections in the nation 's history elected the African National Congress (ANC)
to an overwhelming majority. Nelson Mandela became preside nt, foreign nati ons lifted
their sanctions, and South Africa rejoined the British Commonwealth.45
The story o f racial tension and inequality did not e nd in April of 1994. The hope
and optimism that all of the country's problems would quickly and simply be solved
quickly gave way to disillusionment about democracy and freedom. The long-oppressed

2

~ Fourie, The Poltical Management of HI V and AIDS in South Africa, 93-95.
~ 3 Thompson, A History of South Africa, 242-2-W.
~ Stanford Uni versity, "The History of Apartheid in South Africa," http://www-cs-

students.stanford.edu/-cale/cs20 1/apartheid.hist.html (accessed ovember 12, 2007).
~5 "Apartheid," Encyclopredia Britannica 2008. Encyclopredia Britannica Online. LO Feb. 2008
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9007978.
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blacks learned that economic inequalities could not be wiped out over night, and the
immense education gap that the apartheid laws created made in extre mely di ffi cult for the
government to find qualified black citizens for an integrated governmental bureaucracy.
The government simply promised more than it could realistically give with its limited
budget and sometimes overwhelming internal problems. 46
For example, in 1994 the government had to contend with annual murder rate of
ninety-eight murders per one-hundred-thousand people, which was over six times higher
than the next closest Western country, the Netherlands, and nearly ten times as high as
the United States.47 The abysmal educati onal faci lities for black students at all levels of
schooling also posed a problem for the new government as it tried to raise school
attendance, promote increased graduation rates and skilled employment for blacks.48 In
addition, the government proclaimed the return of land to more than one million
displaced individuals, but by 1999, only 23 1 people had received their grants.

49

Clearly,

the Mandela Administration had several imposing obstacles to overcome when the
apartheid era officially ended without the overwhelming issues posed by AIDS .
While the public was disillusioned with the progress of the new government in
general, many scholars today believe that the inability of the Mandela government to
adequately and directly address the growing problem of AIDS in South Africa during the
early and mid 1990s probably contributed to the soaring rates today. 5° Of course the new
government had many other issues facing it besides AIDS , and in a country where much
ignorance and stigma still surrounds the disease, Mandela would have had a difficult time

-16

Fourie, The Political Managemelll of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, I06.

47

Thompson, A History ofSouth Africa, 267.
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 279.
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 283.

48
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°Fourie, The Political Management of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, 137.
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addressing the issue and still getting any of his other meas ures accomplished. While
man y scienti sts were warning the government at that time that the rates of infection were
about to skyrocke t, it simply did not have the resources or political capital to tackle the
problem. In fact, today Mandela credits his reluctance to address the growing AIDS
epidemic as one of his biggest regrets while in office and does more to spread
in formation and contribute to combating the disease than he ever did while president.
His first policy initiati ve related to AfDS was the National AIDS Plan (NAP) of
1994. By now there had been a shift away from emphasizing the epidemic as a health
policy proble m to a need to embrace a more human rights-centered outlook.51
Unfortunately, by the time Mandela le ft offi ce in 1999, the NAP had fai led horribly in
attaining any of its goals. It did not achieve its primary goal of reducing infection rates or
AlDS -related morbidity and mortali ty.

[n

fact, HfV prevalence among women at

antenatal clinic more than tripled from 7.6 percent in 1994 to 24.5 percent in 2000. 52
What, then, was wrong with the NAP ? On paper the initiative contained
everything recommended by the World Health Organization and other NGOs related to
AIDS. It was also exceedingly politically correct and socially appropriate and incl uded
provisions for education and prevention, counseling, health care, human rights and law
reform, welfare, and research. The failure of the NAP was really a fai lure of logistics.
The new government did not have the infrastructure, level of qualified personnel, or
resources to implement what the policy initiative called for. The NAP was just not
realistic for the condition of the country.53
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As the harsh realities of running a new democracy set in for the ANC and

Mandela, the iss ue of AIDS took a backseat to other poli cy issues for the president and it
was basically handed over to the Department of Health . The issue was no longer as
important or as powerful since the president himself was not directly addressing it. This
further undermined the goals of the NAP and eventually drove a wedge between the
government, which still insisted on focusing on prevention, and public groups who
demanded treatment options. Most ironically, despite the ob vious failings of the NAP, it
was never officially amended or replaced by another program .54
By 1996 Mandela's government needed a new platform for addressing AIDS .
From this necess ity came perhaps the greatest gaff in Mandela's entire presidency, the
distribution o f the movie Sa rafina II. Modeled on the original anti-apartheid play of the
L980s, it was used to inform young people about the ri sks and danger of HlV and
AIDS .55 Unfortunately, at a cost of one-fi fth of the national budget, it seemed to
illustrate a national government and AIDS policy that was extre mely out o f touch with its
audience. 56 It drained the national budget, and its contents fe ll well short of appealing to
young people in the first place. Public advocacy groups erupted at what they perceived to
be governmental waste on such projects when the money could go towards treatment or
more effecti ve prevention programs. Not surprisingly, the controversy left a significant
mark on the new democracy. 57
The Yirodene scandal struck another blow to public perception of the
government 's commitment to tackling the AlOS crisis. The drug, marketed as a miracle
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AIDS cure and developed by three scientists from Pretoria, was supported by many
senior politicians before definiti ve testing could confirm the drug's effectiveness. The
internati onal scientific community, as well as many fellow South African researchers,
soon questioned the legitimacy of the new drug. Tests found that it contained toxic levels
of an industrial solvent, dimethylformamide, which could cause serious li ver damage and
cancer, hardly a viable AIDS treatment. 58 Worse still , it was uncovered that the
supporting politicians were given or bought shares o f Virodene stock. The government' s
action in bypassing standard medi cal research to find quick fi x miracle solutions further
eroded public and civil confidence in the government's ability to handle the problem,
especially since the Deputy President, Thabo Mbeki, had been one of the loudest
proponents of the drug initially. 59
A third misstep by the Mandela administration occurred in 1998 when it was
announced that the government would not provide Azidothymidine (AZT) to HIVpos iti ve pregnant women. This was a profoundly significant announcement as AZT had
been proven effecti ve in reducing mother-to-child transmission in many clinical trials. 60
Thus, the decision was counter to the spirit of the National A IDS Plan and directly
contradicted established scientific data. While the government clai med that the
distribution of the drugs was not cost-effective, economists demonstrated that it was more
than doable within the budgetary constraints of the government and could save the
government millions of dollars as less infections would mean less medical bills and long-
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term care for those infected by the disease.

61

The Health Department then claimed the

dru gs were potentially toxic, a curious departure from their willingness to accept
Virodene without mu ch scientific proof of its safeness for patients.

62

By October of 1998, just months before the end of his presidency, Mandela
arranged for Thabo Mbeki to speak about a new initiative, the Government AIDS Action
Plan, before the entire nation. His wooden performance was a public relati ons disaster,
and the fact that Mandela did not attend perpetuated the administration's image as not
placing AIDS very high up on the government's priority list. Publi c advocacy groups
e merged as the opponent of the central government, a fact that was cemented in April of
1999 when the government announced it was goi ng to make HIV and AIDS notifiable
medical conditions. 63

Mbeki Presidency 1999-present
When Thabo Mbeki came to power in 1999, the ANC had increased its share of
the electorate from 62 percent to 66 percent, and the AiDS problem had truly become an
epidemic. 64 In 2001 360,000 AIDS-related deaths occurred, and by 2002, 4.5 million
people were living with the disease in South Africa. 65 The civic and international
grumbling that the South African government had not done more to confront the crisis
grew to a deafening roar. Mbeki also inherited the low confidence in the central
government as the result of the embarrassing events of the Virodene scandal and Sarafina
II debacle.
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Under such a context, the new administration developed the HN and AIDS/STD
Strategic Plan for South Africa months after Mbeki took offi ce. This new plan did not
altogether abandon the original ideas of the NAP, but altered them to fit with the new
AIDS policy obstacles faced by the new administration. Drafted in 2000, it called for all
governmental departments, organizations, and stakeholders to base all of their initiatives
on the document. Thi s wou ld help maximize effectiveness by integrating programs.
Furthermore, the draft called for the creation of a South African National AIDS Council
(SANAC), the Interdepartmental Committee on AIDS (IDC), the Provi ncial Health
Restructuring Committee (PHRC). and Provincial ALDS Councils (PACs). 66
Unfortunately, while the Strategic Plan was uni versally praised for its
comprehensive and far-reaching approach, the difficulties of implementing the programs'
initiatives again prevented real progress. The newl y created SANAC's " .. .in vis ibility ...
for most of 200 1 prevented [the devising of imple mentation strategies] from taking
place."67 Critics of the initiative saw the unclear lines of communication between the
different provincial governments and inadequate resources for the provinces as major
roadblocks to imple menting any of its policies. The continued resistance of the state to
decriminalize commercial sex work or distribute Antiretroviral (ARV) therapies and
Mother to Child Transmission prevention programs also illustrated the gap be tween what
the Strategic Plan called for and what the government seemed willing or able to do. 68
The SANAC, created to essentially to coordinate, monitor, and implement the
Strategic Plan for al l sectors of society, was supposed to have a 34-member body made
up of governmental officials and members of ci vii society with the Deputy President as
66
67
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the chair of the commi ttee. Although this body appeared to mend the rift created by the
Virodene scandal and Sarafina II e mbarrassment, it soon proved another governmental
gaff as all members were swiftly and unilaterally appointed by the government and
basically excluded scientists and anyone from the AIDS Consortium (a network of AIDS
NGOs). Essentially composed of governmental officials out of step with medical
information and civic desires, the SANAC became an ineffective and unrepresentative
symbol of bureaucratic waste.

69

Rather than behaving like a comprehensive and

representative body of all AIDS interests in South Africa, it simply legitimized
Department of Health policies already at best questionable in their soundness and
prospect for success.
During the end of the Mandela Administration and into the Mbeki Administration,
the issue of providing essential drugs to people with AIDS fl ooded the international
agenda as a dispute erupted over US-based pharmaceutical companies' unwillingness to
al low South Africa to manufacture AIDS medicine under generic names for a fraction of
the price. Eventually, the South African government won the case before the World
Trade Organization, but Minister of Health Dr. Manto Tshabalala-Msimang announced
just weeks later that the drugs were still going to be too expensive to parallel import or
manufacture locally. 70 Opponents of the minister were later up in arms when the AIDS
directorate in the Ministry of Health failed to spend forty percent of its funds during the
fiscal year 1999-2000,71 and the strange about-face of the government further deepened
the gulf between the state and public groups as the latter viewed the financial constraint
argument as nothing more than a suspicious excuse. Despite the government's
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unwillingness to utilize its victory on the world stage, the one positi ve from the WTO 's
dec ision was to cement the new human rights-based approach to the AIDS epidemic on
the rest of the world, particularly the developing world.72
At the close of 200 l, some important legislation was passed that represented
important steps for ensuring the rights o f South Africans with AIDS . Firstly, Chapter U
of the Employment Equity Act came into effect. This law made it illegal for employers
to discriminate based on the H rv status of an employee or potential employee. 73 Its
provisions were upheld in two court cases involving appli cants for work on South
African Ai rways, Hoffman v. SAA and ' A' v. SAA. Also, the government backed off of
74

its stand to require AIDS to be a notifiable medical condition.

This victory for public

advocacy groups meant the lessening of stigma for infected individuals. The government
cited this as a reason for abandoning the policy as well as limited resources for enforcing
it.
Perhaps one o f the most important and startling aspects of the Mbeki
Administration's handling of the AIDS epidemic in South Africa has been the confu sing,
contradictory, and controversial leadership of the president himselr.? 5 First illustrated
with Mbeki 's endorsement of Virodene in 1997, his unsettling willingness to go against
established scientific literature and mainstream research indicated a potentially
debilitating effect on the government's ability to combat the growing crisis. Here he
accused the Medical Control Council, which had the power to approve certain drugs as
safe, of being racist for not allowing the drug to be sold on the market. Apparently, the
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governing body' s decision not to endorse the drug constituted some underlying white plot
76

to allow millions of HN-infected blacks to die.

On the heels of the Yirodene scandal, Mbeki also publicly questioned the val ue of
AZT, a drug that has universally received high marks from scientists around the world, as
effective in combating H[V in the central nervous system . Most startling was that Mbeki
gleaned his arguments from internet searches of dissident groups who claimed, among
other things, that Hrv is not even a real disease, that Hrv does not cause AIDS, or that
the viru s itself was created by pharmaceutical companies to make money. The public
support of such blatantly incorrect dissident groups by one of the highest offi cials in
government served to foster suspicion and disgust of the administration by public
advocacy groups in South Africa and around the world. 77
By early 2000, the Presidential AIDS Panel officially referred to the link between
HIV and AIDS as a "thesis," and Mbeki himself garnered a censure from the South
African Medical Association for questioning the now standard method of investigating
the causes and origins of the A lOS virus itself. Furthermore, the President released a
letter to most of the top political leaders around the world calling AIDS dissidents
modern Galileos. This letter was thought so bizarre and shocking by President Clinton
that at first he thought it mu st have been a fake.78
Later that year, Mbeki restated his belief that the life-saving AR V medications
were not safe or effective and that the world was gross ly overestimating the incidence of
AIDS in South Africa. He also called the theory that the disease originated in Africa a
huge insult and perpetrated by racist, white, European scientists. In Durban during the
76
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Thirteenth International AIDS Conference, he not on ly repeated his doubts of proven
scientific research, but also called poverty and not HIY the main contributor to the AIDS
epidemic.79 By September the South African Communist Party (SACP) and Congress for
South African Trade Union s (COSATU) pleaded with the President to stop openly
criticizing the medical research concerning the causes of AIDS in public. He did, while
maintaining behind closed doors that the CIA and American drug companies had allied in
a conspiracy to discredit his findings. 80
In 200 1, President Mbeki defended his decision not to declare the AIDS epidemic

a nati onal emergency and publicly refused to concede that HlY causes AIDS. He also
contested the idea that AIDS was the main killer of adults in South Africa, citing sevenyear-old statistics which seemed to show that it was only the twelfth-leading cause of
81

death, with crime the largest killer in the country.

The fact that the statistics were

grossly out of date was eventually leaked , and the credibility of the administration
questioned. By the end of the year the administrati on was taken to court by the
Treatment Action Campaign (T AC), which demanded the distribution of AR Vs to rape
survivors and to prevent mother-to-child-transmission. In early 2002 the Constitutional
Court ruled in favor of the TAC. 82 Minister of Health Tshabalala-Msimang later stated
before the Barcelona AIDS Conference that she must, "give her people poison."83
The year 2002 opened with public pleas from numerous high profile public
fi gures, such as Nelson Mandela and Archbishop Desmond Tutu, for the government to
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begin distributing ARV medication as soon as possible. ln March a dissident pamphlet
was distributed to Parliament calling mainstream AIDS research Eurocentric science and
insisting South Africa must reject the finding that HfV and AIDS are a self-inflicted
disease. The government spent much of the rest of the year delaying any plans or
negotiations for distributing ARV medicine and disobeying court orders. 84
The following year, Mbeki's address to the opening of Parliament devoted only
two sentences in a 21-page speech to the AIDS epidemic. The Health Minister's
recommendation that HIV-infected South Africans eat garlic, beet root, and olive oil to
boost their immune systems rather than take ARV medication caused an uproar among
most of the South African scientific community and further tarnished the country's
international standing and respect. 85 The President restated numerous times to the BBC
and Washington Post that AIDS was not a large problem in South Africa and that he did
not know anyone pe rsonally who had been infected or died of AIDS. 86
The President reinforced his alignment with AIDS dissidents by retaining his
controversial Health Minister in 2004. Since her reappointment, Mbeki consistently
stood behind Tshabalala-Msimang, despite growing criticism from most national and
international public advocacy organizations.87 ln February of 2005 the government
reported a 57 percent rise in deaths from 1997 to 2002. Most took this as an indication of
the growing effects of the AIDS epidemic on the country, but the Mbeki administration
was still accused of underplayi ng and underestimating the disease's impact. 88
Leading scientists in 2006 called for the use of circumcision to curb the infection
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rate in South Africa, but the government was hesitant to endorse the initiati ve despite
evidence that it could reduce rates in men by as much as 60 percent. Later that year the
President began phasing in the Deputy Minister of Health, Ms. Madlala-Routledge, into
the main role of coordinating the government's AIDS policy from the department. Most
speculate that this was largely due to the growi ng criticism of the outside community on
the Mini ster of Health 's support of dissident research, but the government claims that it
was because of the Mini ster being placed on the liver tran splant list for health reasons.
lnterestingly, Madlala-Routledge was dismissed shortly after taking over for the ailing
Minister. Critics argue her stark di vergence from Tshabalala-Msimang's policy positions
and push for ARV distribution programs prompted the disrnissal.89
The placement of the Minister of Health onto the liver transplant list became a
source of scandal in 2007 as reports were published claiming she needed the liver
because of an excess ive drinking problem. The report also claimed that she was fired
from a hospital in the 1970s for stealing a watch from a patient while he was under
anesthesia. The President' s response to the newspaper's story was only that no
investigation would occur unless credible evidence was presented. Either way, the
already tarnished and questionable reputation of the Minister was further blackened. 90
Clearly, the political response to the AIDS crisis by the South African
government has been characterized by a checkered and suspicious history of controversy
and misunderstanding. While the government has supported spurious AIDS "cures" like
an industrial solvent, a coal-deri vati ve, and a nutriti onal cocktail of garlic and vegetables,
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there has been a corresponding lack, until obligated, of government support for ARYs for
91

rape victims, prevention of mother to child transmission, or treatment of AIDS .

Many observers have tried to explain the di sturbing conduct of President Mbeki
with regards to the handling of the AIDS crisis. Perhaps his long exile during the
apartheid years has instilled within him an enduring hatred and mistrust of white people
and the west that could foster paranoia of conspiracy. The President often accuses critics
of being racist themselves (if they are white) or be ing bound by the racial oppression that
has characterized most of the nation's history.

92

Other times, he clai ms that any

oppos ition to his public statements by outside actors is really j ust a unified conspiracy to
get him out of offi ce. 93 The contention that pharmaceutical companies have bribed AIDS
public advocacy groups into endorsing the accepted scientific research illu strates these
points.
Perhaps, the heart of the bizarre behavior of the Pres ident lies in hi s refusal to
concede that the dreams for a post-apartheid South Africa have a long way to go. Mbeki
cannot allow himself to believe that something as taboo and undignified as unprotected
sex and a debilitating and shameful disease Like AIDS could be destroying his new
African hope for democracy and real prospe rity. Thus, he has grasped on to any qu ickfi x propositions such as Yirodene and minimized the severity of the epidemic. Calling
AIDS the result of poverty indirectly puts the blame of the epidemic on the oppressive
conditions of apartheid and history.94 Though apartheid was and conti nues to be largely
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responsible for the economic state of South Africa, Mbeki 's argument ignores very real
facts about the culture and society of the country.
His adamant rej ection o f mainstream research on HIV and AIDS has all but
severed ties between South African AIDS public advocacy organizations and the
government. Thus, the issue cannot be adequately addressed and has even had a hard
time staying at the forefront of the public agenda. The continued delay of beginning the
distribution of life-preserving medi cine ha greatly increased the number of AIDS-related
deaths and new infections to the point that the TAC has offi cial ly accused Minister of
Health Tshabalala-Msimang of genocide. Without effective governmental action, South
Africa's AIDS crisis has begun to take the lives of roughly 1,000 people every day. 95 An
additional 600,000 new infections occur each year, 96 and the overwhelming scale of the
epide mic has proven an almost insurmountable task for a new democracy whose leaders
cannot even agree on its causes, let alone the best strategy for combating its effects.

Challenges fo r Combating AIDS:
Apartheid and the political actions of the South African government from the end
of the apartheid era through the Mbeki presidency have obviously had a huge impact on
the course and progression of the AIDS epidemic in South Afri ca. Their effects are
echoed today in the cultural, economic, and political challenges faced by the government
and the people in implementing any successfu l AIDS strategy.

Cultural Challenges:
The South African AIDS epide mic has undeniable and unmistakable ties to its
long hi story of gender inequality. Though the very earliest beginnings of the disease
95
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have their roots in homosexual activity, today the disease has taken a decidedly
heterosexual turn with women, especially young women, making up a disproportionate
number o f those infected .97 This fact has its foundations in early adolescent relationships
where the boys have the power to tell the girls what to do, and the girls are taught that
their place is to do as their boyfriend tells them and not to assert any independence.
Older men who have money and influence in society often exploit the conditions of the
numerous poor young women in South Africa. In return for sex and submission, the girls
are given money, clothes, or jewelry, which they sometimes spend themselves, but often
give to their poor families Y8
Furthermore, throughout much of South African cu ltu re, it is more than
acceptab le for a man to have more than one girlfriend, but not for a girl to have multiple
boyfriends. Women are also almost powerless in most situations to negotiate condom
use, a well-known effective barrier method of prevention. Most do not believe they even
have the right to refuse sex to their boyfriends or husbands anyway. If a woman asks her
boyfriend to wear a condom it is seen as a sign of mistrust. Even if the man is known to
have other sexual partners, the woman is expected to have confidence that her partner is
being safe wi th the other women.99
South Africa's gender inequality can be most easily illustrated in its disturbi ngly
high incidence of rape and domestic violence compared to most other countries in the
world . Approximately 13 percent of women report being beaten by a partner, and there is
widespread agreement among men that for a boyfriend or husband there is no such thing
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as rape of his girlfriend or wife by him. 100 The misinformation that a man can be cured
of HIY by having sex with a virgin has also made young women targets of rape. The
promotion of virginity testing by local traditional medicine doctors has helped desperate
sexual predators identify their prey. 101
Often then, there is an age gap between the genders in a relationship, with men
being older by at least a coup le of years. Not surprisingly, the peak rate of infection for
women is between 14 and 24 years of age, but more like 24 to 35 for men. The more
efficient transmission of the disease in women further exacerbates the inequality created
by traditional societal pressures. In 1992 just before the severity of the epidemic took off
in South Africa, the infection rate for 20-24 year old women was 6.9 percent. By 2001 it
was an inconceivable 50.8 percent. 102
The challenges in terms of unemployment, wage gaps, literacy levels, and
occupational segregation are greatest for poor, black women who consequently make up
the largest demographic of those infected with HIV. Too often in South African society
women are faced with the realities of their immediate situation, a reality that cannot
consider the dangers of AIDS years down the road, but only the present needs for food,
clothing, and a relatively safe place to sleep. Thus, women who may even know the risks
of AIDS are forced to sell their bodies. 103 Throu ghout their lifetimes, these women may
have children with multiple fathers and are forced to depend on their financial
"generosity" to sustain themselves and their children. 104
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The cultural emphasis on procreation and continuing one's bloodline is so strong
that many men are unlikely to approve of barrier methods such as condoms or abstinence.
For poor men, their economic conditions are often such that they may be forced to
migrate for work, which often then leads to more sexual relationships as they are away
from home for long periods of time. 105 The lower status of women in relationships means
that the likelihood that men may be unfaithful wi ll be fairly high. They then come home
to their wives and transmit the disease to them. These women then often transmit the
disease to their unborn children at birth. Thus, today more married women are infected
with HfV than unmarried.

106

The transmission of HIV or ALDS to an unborn child has become an increasingly
serious problem in South Africa specifically, and within the en tire continent. Africa
bears 90 percent of all cases of HfV-i nfected children in the world .

107

Mortality rates are

55 percent for two year olds, 90 percent for three year olds, and 98 percent by five years
of age. Between 25 and 45 percent of children whose mothers have HfV will be infected;
this is much higher than the 10 to 30 percent infection rate of babies in industrialized
countries. The hope is that AZT injections which can greatly reduce the transmission rate
wou ld also reduce the growing number of orphans, which has reached an estimated 1.2
million in 2007 and may be as high as 2.3 million by 20 15. 108 The alarming trend of
mother to child transmission coupled with the maturity of the epidemic in the adu lt
population has meant that by 2010, experts estimate the average life expectancy of South
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Africans to fall to just above 45 years of age.

109

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of this

news is that the country until very recently enj oyed the highest life ex pectancy of any
African country, and one that was comparable to some developed countries.

110

Further reinforcing the gender inequalities in South Africa are societal institutions
Like schools, work places, communities, and even health systems. Men are cast as
aggressive and dominant, with the most desirable characteristi cs being virility and
courage. In contrast, women are portrayed as subordinate, dependent, and passive. Their
most desirable qualities are supposedly their virginity and obedience. Women are also,
most importantly, supposed to be passive and ignorant of sex.

111

Not surprisingly then ,

surveys consistently find that men have more knowledge of HlV and AIDS than women.
Research has found an undeniable link between socioeconomic status and HIV
prevalence. Black women are most often on the low end of the socioeconomic scale in
South Africa, though black men are also. Because these people have few expectations for
success and economic and social fulfillment in their society, they are often more willing
to take risks, thus increasing the chances of in fection.

112

The unique racial history of

South Africa further exacerbates the situation as the politically correct government does
not want to confirm racial stereotypes. The conservative attitude of the culture towards
discussing sex has been a difficult obstacle in addressing the issue of AIDS at all. Still
somewhat of a taboo subject despite its increasingly enormous effects on society, AIDS
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and its causes are still not something the society as a whole feels comfortable talking
about, though this attitude has finally begun to change.

113

A disturbing c ultural challenge that has emerged within not just South Africa, but
much of the most AIDS-afflicted areas of Africa in general, has been the continued
suspicion of the disease as a white plot to exterminate blacks by many prominent leaders
and much of the poor and uneducated populace. For example, in 2004, Wangari Maathai,
a recent Nobel laureate for her efforts to promote environmental issues in her native
Kenya, stated that she believed, "evil Western scientists created AIDS as a biological
weapon to wipe out blacks." Though she admitted she had no real proof, she questioned
the reliability of condoms by saying, " [fa doctor operating on HIV/AlOS infected
patients put on three pairs of gloves when operating, how is just one condom expected to
prevent the disease?" As the first African woman named a Nobel laureate and someone
with a doctorate in biological sciences, her views have carried increasing weight.
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The

history between the West and Africa has been characterized by oppression, conquest, and
exploitation on the part of white conquerors and that history has apparently not yet
receded from the African consciousness. Thus, it is difficult for well-meaning Western
scientists and NGOs to contribute to the AIDS effort, and like the policies of President
Mbeki, the open suspicion of prominent African leaders fosters confusion and fear among
the general population.
Clearly the cultural obstacles to successfully battle the AIDS epidemic in South
Africa are formidable ones. The entire society's concept of gender relationships must
change for the rate of infection of women to slow down. As women disproportionately
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carry the burden of the disease, they must also be the basis for attacking AIDS at its
heart. South African society must also alter its attitude towards sex, relationships, and
the very concept of men and women. Without a greater appreciation for the magnitude of
sexual relationships and marriage, partners will continue to be unfaithful and the disease
will continue to spread.

Political/Economic Challenges:
The economic obstacles to combating the AIDS epidemic in South Africa can be
di vided into two main categories: those pertaining to the government and those
pertaining to individual people. Here the legacy of apartheid is most evident as its effects
continue to echo in the c hallenges faced by the country's current generation.
The government's so called crisis of implementation for the otherwise universally
approved Strategic Plan has hindered any hope for governmental impact on the
progression of the disease. 115 The post-apartheid government promised the people of
South Africa much more than its relatively modest economic status could support. As
previously stated, the Mandela Administration had many other issues to address besides
the growing concern of AIDS; and the new government had to be organized, staffed, and
coordinated. The cost of medication was also initially extremely expensive. However,
the victory of South Africa against U.S . drug companies for the ability to buy and make
generic brand drugs negated that problem. For the past several years the Mbeki
Administration and most specifi cally his infamous Minister of Health have maintained
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that the distributi on of antiretroviral medication and AZT to pregnant women is not a
cost-effecti ve method for dealing with the crisis.
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Government officials have also claimed that the expensive ARYs only delay the
inevitable death of the infected, and the AZT medicine, while roughl y 25 percent
effecti ve, still amounts to an eventually dead mother and thus an either HIV positive or
negative orphan. Yet, economists point out that wi th sustained ARY medication HIV
infected individuals cou ld maintain a productive place in the economy for many more
years than they would wi thout the medicine. Rather than burden the state wi th mounting
medical ailments, these people can contribute to society. In the end, the cost of the
medicine would actually be far less than their inevitable medical bills. Similarly, the
great s uccess of the AZT injection in preventing mother to child transmission means the
child will be less of a burden on the state as an

Hrv positi ve indi vidual and at least has

the chance to grow up and contribute to society.

11 7

Although the actual cost of AR V and AZT medicine wou ld amount to less than
the future medical bills of HIV -infected peop le, the continued impact of apartheid era
policies have made distributing the medicine difficult and coordinating the erratic health
care system a formidable task. The apartheid system left millions of blacks poor and
uneducated . The regions with the highest infection rates are also the most rural and most
poor; consequently they are also the regions where the effects of the apartheid
government 's policies are still the most evident. As the result of the administrative
initiatives of the old government, South Africa has a comparatively good infrastructure
compared to the res t o f the continent. However, the rural areas remain a difficult region
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to travel within. Thus, getting the appropriate medicine to the regions that need it the
most has proved an enormous challenge.
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The administrati ve structures of the central and provincial governments have
diffic ulty coordinating and communicating between each other. As a res ult, the large
amounts of fund s appropriated to various initiatives do not end up getting spent. For
example, in 200 I only 35.5 percent of the national AIDS budget was spent. However, by
2004, about 85 percent of the budget was spent. With more monitoring of provincial
governments' spending of the money this figure could improve even more. 119 The
administrati ve delays on processing applications for governme ntal assistance with
everything from educational programs, to orphanages, to treatment facilities are so severe
that many groups have turned to international nonprofit organizations and the UNAIDS
program for assistance. This practice has become an embarrassment to a government
already tarnished by its sometimes controversial and bizarre AIDS policy.
The health care syste m in South Africa has also made the success of combating
the epidemic di fficult. Some quality health care exists in the country, but it is really only
available to the wealthy who can afford it. Demand for quality care in rural areas has
been the highest, but this is also the region with the least amount of adequate health care.
The cumbersome and unorgani zed sys tem itself does not effecti vely handle the increas ing
burden more and more sick AIDS patients have placed on it. 120
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UNAIDS estimates approximately 34 percent of South Africans live on less than
two dollars a day. 121 Thus, for individual people, the economic burden an HIY -positive
family member places on his or her famil y has proven devastating to familial structures
and prospects for ending the cycle of poverty and infection in the country. As in fected
individuals become increasingly sick, they can no longer work to support their fami lies.
Often this means that husbands and then possibly wives must stop working and their
children must support the family. Although rudimentary schooling is mandatory in South
Africa, the cost of school fees and uniforms as well as often dis mal educational facilities
means fami lies must take their children out of school and away from a chance to break
the bonds of poverty. In fact, in 2003 the World Bank published a report warning the
South African government that it should begi n subsidizing education so that children
orphaned or impacted by a parent havi ng AIDS could still attend school. It listed falling
school attendance as a huge factor in the probable economic collapse of the cou ntry
within three generations as the society ceases to have enough educated and qualified
workers.
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Daughters may also become sex slaves or have "family friends" who give the
family money in exchange for sexual favors, and boys may tum to stealing or leave the
family and strike out alone. As the adult generation continues to have high infection
rates, their parents have begun to take up the burden of their children's children. The
increasing number of grandparent-grandchild households illustrates the unfortunate
destruction of the basic family unit within the country. 123
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Although most people recognize that an education holds the only viable avenue
for ri sing above the immense poverty faced by many families in South Africa, the
economic realities of having HrY-positi ve parents or siblings means children are forced
to make extremely difficult decisions. Scientific research has shown that something as
simple as a balanced diet and happy home life can improve the number of years o f
survival for infected people, but without that food to begi n with, the infected stand no
chance.
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The nonexistent safety net within the country and erratic and ineffective

healthcare syste m means poor fa milies' can offer li ttle more than a bleak future to thei r
orphaned childre n and overburdened heads of household.

My Trip: MAY 17-29, 2007
Johannesburg, South Africa:
Boarding the plane for Johannesburg, South Afri ca, I nervously wondered how I
would possibly handle li ving with strangers 10,000 miles away when I get uncomfortable
calling Domino's for deli very and talking to someone r do not know on the phone. More
importantly, I worried I could never communicate the stories of the people I would meet
in the compelling and eloq uent manner they deserved . Besides, what if I never found the
person or group I was looking for? Those fears dissolved when we arrived at the
Thandanani Orphanage.

Thandarzani Orphanage :
Situated across the street from a large informal settlement of around 20,000
inhabitants called Sandspread, the orphanage houses nineteen children between the ages
of five and eighteen who have been orphaned or abandoned due to A £DS. The building
was purchased in 2002 from an older woman who felt the encroachment of the settle ment
12 1
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dri ving down her property value and saw an opportunity to contribute to a worthy cause.
I interviewed the house parents, Sarah and Kholi, both women who decided to obtain
their degrees in social work becau e they felt an obligation to help the children of the
AIDS epide mic.
As the interview
progressed, I realized how
mu ch energy, effort, and
willpower Sarah and Kholi
need every day to keep the
orphanage functioning. The
di sorganized and sometimes
under funded bureaus of the South African government have made the applicati on
proce s for federal funding of orphanages an extremely di fficult and drawn out a ffair.
The Thandanai Orphanage has applied for federal fundin g but will likely continue to
survive solely on private donations as the filing process can take as long as twenty years .
With this in mind , Sarah and Kholi must not only feed and cloth nineteen children of
varying ages, but also find schools that will take them and the money to pay for fees,
uniforms, and books, all without governmental support.
The children attend a variety of chools depending on the availability of space and
the educati onal background o f the child. For instance, King way is a local school with a
fai rly good reputation that many of the children attend. Sparrow, another school, focu e
on basic skills like cooking, and sewing and targets children who have been traumatized
or have mi ssed too many years of school and thus have fallen too far behind to attend a
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regular school like Kingsway. I had a hard time understanding this concept until I
learned that in South Africa there are no mandated age requirements for each grade like
in the United States. Because the children's families must pay for their children to attend
school, poorer or neglected children often miss a grade or part of a school year. It is not
uncommon for elementary grades to have children who are several years older than other
students in the class who have not been forced to miss school. Unfortunately, after a
certain point, returning to the missed grade or beginning school becomes impossib le.
One teen I met at the orphanage was around fourteen or fifteen and had basicall y never
attended school. Rather than send her back to the equivalent of first grade, she attends
Sparrow to give her some bas ic skills she can use to find work and take care of herself
when she leaves.
I asked the house parents what happens to the othe r children who attend schools
like Kingsway and eventually graduate from high school. They said many will end up
working in a domes tic shop of some sort. When I asked about the possibility of college,
Sarah and Kholi explained that the cost o f tuition makes sending the m basicall y
impossible. As they have no public fundin g. keeping the children they already have in
primary school is an accomplishment in itself.
Another challenge for Thandanani is health services. The government will
provide treatment free for children up to twelve years of age; however, the child must
have a valid birth certificate and prove he or she is a citizen of South Africa. With AIDS
orphans and many poor people in general, s uch documents have long since been lost or
never existed in the first place; therefore, the social workers have an extremely difficult
time getting basic medical care for their children.
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Before we went upstairs to chat with the teenage girls on the top floor, I asked
Sarah and Kholi what they need most to help keep their orphanage going. They said they
will always need more funding, at least until the government finally give them some
assi tance. They continually face challe nge feeding the children, especially at lunch
time. Although Woodsworth 's, a grocery chain, donates food on a regular basi , the food
is rarely suitable for lunch sacks, a it is mo tly frozen. They also explained that warm
clothes and money for school fees and the cost of transporting the kids to and from school
every day continues to tretch their bank account .125 As I walked up the stairs to meet
the teenage girls, I wa amazed to think that something as simple as lunches and gas
money could make a sign ificant impact of
the ability of Sarah and Kholi to care for
these nineteen children adequately.
The room in which the four
teenage girls slept con i ted of three bunk
beds, a few dressers, and all the pink this
former tomboy could handle. Later, when
the girls told me more about their personal
life stories, I could not help but appreciate
the stark contrast between the chaotic,
traumati zing li ves they had left and the
safe loving environment they now
inhabited. When we entered the room, three girls slept on bottom bunks and a fourth
girls slept on the floor between two bed rather than sleeping on the top bunk. Later my
125
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hos t explained that after years of li ving in cramped, tiny homes and sleeping with pe rhaps
a dozen or more family me mbers in a single room, the girls had not yet gotten used to
having their own space and preferred the closeness.
Unlike the other children I met on my trip, these girls were fairl y close to my own
age, a fact that was driven home for me when our conversation turned towards the subject
of American singers. To my amazement. the girls asked me questions about various pop
stars they had crushes on and if I' d ever met any of them. As they laughed and poked fun
at each other's object of affection, I felt a stir of admiration well up inside me. Each of
these girls has faced numerous terrifying and horrific life experiences that few adults
have encountered, let alone overcome. They have no parents , no family to go home to
apart from the orphanage, and still face many more obstacles. Yet, here they sat, smiling
and laughing. Within a few short years they would leave the orphanage they called home
and atte mpt to navigate the chaotic world they knew all too well and, hopefull y, succeed
against the numerous obstacles members of their own famil y had not been so fortunate to
overcome.
The girls told me they have learned the lesson of AIDS all too well. They have
tried many times in vain to convince their girl friends at school that their lives and their
self-respec t are worth more than their cheating, di srespectful boyfriends give the m. They
experience the gender inequality issues that have largely aided the epidemics expansive
hold on the entire country every day and believe that only by upholding their own sense
of dignity and self-worth can they help stem the immense social tide called AIDS . No
one can know for sure if these girls will leave Thandanani and success fully beat the odds
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so against their favor; but leaving their room, I felt an enormous sense of hope that their
passionate testimonies will carry them to a life better than their parents.
Back downstairs, I interviewed a married couple, Simon, a pastor, and his wife
Caroline, wh o lived in a small house on the property and were the foster parents to seven
teenage boys. Besides working in a soup kitchen, they divided food parcels, preached the
gospel, and generally tried to serve the people of Sandspread. Simon said that one of the
biggest problems faced by the community in trying to help orphaned children has been
the governmental moratorium on children's homes. They government has told AIDS
groups that their goal should be to limit orphanages as much as possible because they are
not the optimal environment for the children. As a preferred alternative, the government
supports fos ter parenting. Simon explained that o ften the government tries to fi nd
relatives to take in the children and then gives them a small monthly payment to help
support the additional new member or members of the household. Proble ms, however,
ari se when people less scrupulous than Simon and his wife take in the children for the
sole purpose of stealing their governmental check and then abuse or neglect them.
Throughout my visit, I could not stop thinking about the startling contras t
between the situation of the people within Thandanani 's walls and those across the street
in Sandspread, so I asked Simon, someone with extensive interaction with both groups,
what the people in Sandspread think about the disease, their situation, a nd the greatest
challenges they face. His face sank a little before he spoke; no doubt the magnitude of
the question and his emotional attachment to the subj ect had weighed on his heart. He
said the problem has been an unwillingness to take responsibility for their situation. The
people like to blame apartheid as not only the reason for their current c ircumstances, but
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also the excuse for their
reluctance to try to overcome
it. Since apartheid began to
crumble in the late 1980s,
blacks have been taught to
value and espouse their ri ghts.
Even today within a squatter
camp, inhabitants speak about their "ri ght" to li ve how they like, even if it is responsible
for the misery they e ndure. Thus, Simon has an extre mely diffic ult time helping people
get out of Sandspread. ignorance and paranoia about the nature of not only the disease,
but also people like Simon and Caroline's intentions, has further made making headway
difficult.
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When Simon fini hed an wering my que lion, a hope ful and patient sparkle
returned to his face. He seemed to unde rstand better than most that hi s e fforts within the
camp would in all likelihood not substantially change the li ves of most of the people
within its boundaries. Yet, here he sat, across the street from perhaps the most powerful
symbol of the A lOS epidemic's effects bravely and boldly taking in seven teenage boys
as foster children and continuing to serve people unwilling to serve the m elves. Before I
left Thandanani, Pastor Simon asked me if I thought people back in the United States
would be willing to help the orphanage. Though he did not say it, I think he thought his
story and those o f Sarah, Kholi, and the other children at the home would not be
compelling enough to spur distant American to action. After all, their stories were the
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same as anyone else in South Africa. "Exactly," I thought as we waved good bye and
sped off down the pot-hold ridden road, "that's why people will care."

Ikholwa Orphanage :
Afte r some lunch and a little break to
dige t not only my food, but also my first real
interaction with the AIDS epide mic in South
Africa, off we drove towards another orphanage.
lkholwa, which means hope in Zulu , opened in
2003 and represents probably the best po sible
scenario for children in orphanages. Founded
by Sarah Taylor and her husband Andy, Ikholwa
came about when Andy got the idea at church.
A a wealthy international business man, Andy
had the be t possible network for gatheri ng
donations and bringing AIDS in South Afri ca to the forefront of corporate consciousness.
Ikholwa now holds six fundraisers a year and conti nues to seek out new corporate
spon ors. This had allowed the couple to hi re more experienced and qualified staff
including a preschool teacher, p ychologis t, house manager, and full time social workers.
The orphanage is located within a safe and fairly upscale neighborhood where they
eventually bought three neighborin g houses, knocked down the pri vacy wall s between
them, and formed the orphanage from there.
The orphans at lkholwa are generally very young children or babies, al though a
few children over the age of seven do live there, including a deaf eleven year old girl who
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has AIDS . The children have all come to the orphanage
because one or both of their parents has AIDS or has
died from AIDS . Those children in fected with HfV
currently take HAART medications for their disease.
These medications are a type of antiretroviral medici ne
commonly used in the United States and other Western
nations to combat the destruction of the immune sy tern
by the disease. This is an impressive advantage
compared to nearly all other infected children in orphanages because the orphanage do
not generall y have the funds to pay for s uch ex pensive medications.
I am almost ashamed to ay that I hone tly did not think Sarah would tell me her
orphanage faced any maj or challenges like Thandanani . I had almost forgotten that care
for children extend far past proper meals, school fees, and a warm bed. Sarah said that
there is an ongoing struggle to essentially bring back to life those children who have been
abandoned because their parents and or they themselves have contracted HIV. Some of
them have been abused or traumatized because of their home situations, and those that
have the di ease face slim odds that they will omeday be adopted. Although the
orphan age has been very successful at getting children adopted, there have been two
cases where families have adopted children and then brought the m back within three
month because they have changed their minds. Such events can devastate the child .
[ was very interested in how the staff at the orphanage dealt with the probable
event that someday one of their children would die from AlOS . De pite the impres ive
funding for medications, [ knew eventually some child would die. Sarah told me th at
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they thankfully had not had to deal with a death among the children, but that the entire
staff had agreed that the best path would be the truth . None o f the young children knew
that their parents had died from AIDS; in fact, I do not think any of the infected children
know they have HN themselves, or what the disease is at all. When I visited lkholwa,
the staff was currently dealing with one seriously ill child and had decided not to really
tell the other children. They explained that the children were too young to understand
exactly what was happe ning, but that if the child did eventually die, they would explain
why. This course of action made a lot o f sense to me . The very youngest children had
yet to be seriously affected by the chaotic world that had brought them to lkholwa; and
the older, abandoned children de erved the chance to feel safe, happy, and loved before
they were reminded of the realities of their family history.

[f

my visit to Ikholwa taught

me nothing else, it taught me that with a li ttle time and a lot of love and care, children
with horrific per onal stories a dramatic as these
could learn to s mile and have hope.
The workers at the orphanage also face
the difficult ta k of trying to make the twentyseven children feel special and give them
indi vidual time. This came as no surprise to me.
Herds of children followed us around the
building, trying to sit in my lap or get their
picture taken while [interviewed Sarah . One girl
purposely attacked two other boys with her pink
lip tick so she could get a laugh, which I have to
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say, totall y worked. To compensate for the lack o f alone time the children get with
indi vidual adults, workers will take out only one or two children when running errands,
or as a special treat, the older children may receive a trip to McDonald 's or Kentucky
Fried C hicken. 127 I had to giggle. Ten-thousand miles and a hemisphere away, smal l
children are exactl y the same.
As I le ft Ikholwa, I could not stop smiling. True, the lipstick incident had
definitely been a highl ight of the afternoon, but really my smile was the product of all the
smiling I saw while l was there. Every social worker, Sarah herself, and the entire herd
that followed us around the bui lding never stopped laughing and smiling themselves.
Babies and small children are absolute ly the least to bla me for the course and progression
of the A rDS epide mic in South Africa, yet they have involuntari ly borne much of its
effects. They did not have unprotected sex. They did not ask to be abused by a greedy
and perverted uncle. They have the smallest chance of living with the disease, and they
are forced to overcome obstacles at the start of life many adul ts never experience by the
finish of it. Yet, there they stood, or sat, or crawled, happy, content, relaxed. Here too,
the adults that have come to raise them, people who completely understand the world
they have rescued these childre n from and some day must release the m back into, laugh
and smi le. Like the name of their orphanage implies, they have hope, and with hope,
they have a belief that the life these children have left will not be a life they ever have to
return to. Suddenly, the smallest child, the tiniest baby seems to me the most powerful
and important symbol of hope for South Africa.
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Interview with Amanda:
After I returned to my hosts' house, I
learned l would have one final appointment for
the day, a secret appointment of orts. The
teenage girl [ would have the opportunity to
interview attended Trinity House where two of
the girls at the home [ was staying in al o
attended. The appointment was secret because
the girl had not told any of her class mates that her
mother was dying from AIDS ; indeed, she had
only told a few of her teachers, my ho t included.
1 was dumbfounded. How a sixteen-year-old girl found the strength to li ve with such an
enormous secret and care for her dying mother alone I could not fathom, but I was about
to find out. In truth, my interview with Amanda became the most enduring and
unforgettable conver ation I would have for the entire trip.
My host and I met Amanda at a local coffee bar ten minutes from their home. She
had a maturity that showed no signs of resentment for the unfair events that had been its
catalyst. Methodically, she explained her deeply personal experience with AlDS in her
own life. Her mother told her when she was in seventh grade, nearly four year earlier.
Her white blood cell count is only 252, almost half that of a normal person and only 52
above what is considered the dan ger zone. Never once did Amanda's face betray some
underlying des peration or utter hopeless ness. Never once did she complai n.
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Of course, that did not mean her mother's disease did not profoundly affect her
every day, but only that she had found some way to overcome the urge to give up, to let it
over take her. She spoke about her guilt when she chose to go out with her friends rather
than stay with her mother and the difficulty in speaking about the eventual day when her
mother and sole guardian wou ld die. Her father left her mother because he did not want
to stay committed to just her, and she has never known him as a result. So, when her
mother dies, that is it. No more parents. No immediate fami ly to go to.
Yet, Amanda counts herself as lucky compared to many other chi ldren dealing
with a parent dying of AIDS in South Africa. She has a foster parent, Ariana, who has
agreed to look after her when her mother dies, and she continues to make excellent grades
at Trinity House where she has a scholarship. Amanda is also hopeful that she will have
the opportunity to attend college and support herself with the help of the inheritance she
will have access to from her mother when she turns twenty-one. Her decision not to tell
her classmates about her mother was not made out of shame, but more out of a craving
for normalcy. The last thing she wants is pity or to be reminded by well-meaning but
naive classmates in the one place of refuge from the tumultuous realities of her life.
At the end of our interview, Amanda explained that her mother' s illness has
forced her to be more mature and more grown up than she would like to be. She regrets
the loss of innocence many of her classmates still have; yet, she said she rarely thinks
about the differences between them and her. This astounded me more than any other
thing Amanda said in the entire conversation.
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How she had not allowed herself to

become bitter or resentful at her situation, I did not know; but [admired her strength and
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courage. She had no other choice, she sai d, other than to look ahead to the future and
play the hand she has been dealt.
Saying good-bye to Amanda, I felt confident that this girl would be a great
success story in the devastating face of AIDS. She would graduate from high school,
attend college, and take the lessons of her mother's mistakes to heart and not repeat them.
[had spent only an hour and a half with Amanda, and [ was so proud of her. Surely there
was hope for the people of South Africa. Amanda' s story had proven it.

Durban, South Africa:
Only two days into my visit to Johannesburg, I had to catch another plane for
Durban, a coastal city an hour flight away. Part of why I was so interested in visiting the
city was because KwaZulu-Natal, the province it is located in, has the highest infection
rate of any region in South Africa with an estimated 40.7 percent of the population Living
with HIVI AIDS. 129 The heart of the A IDS epidemic resided in this area of the country
and although exhausted and still fighting the effects of jet lag, I knew I needed to spend
time there. I had already decided the Thandanani Orphanage would be the human face I
wanted to use to make the AIDS epidemic in South Africa a personal appeal to people's
sense of humanity, my starfish, and I had met unbelievably courageous and inspirational
people like Sarah Taylor, Amanda, and Pastor Simon. My short visit, unfortunately, had
not allowed me much time to experience much of the culture or environment, but that
wou ld change when I finally got to Durban.
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Exp eriencing African Bureaucracy:
U nlike Johannesburg, I had about a week in
Durban. This meant [ had time not only to
interview more people, but also the chance to ask
my hosts more que tions about their beautiful
country and just look out the window. After
meeting some famil y friends who had more contacts
for me to meet with and establishing my busy
chedule, I had my first lesson in African
bu reaucratic inefficiency. M y hosts worked at a
pri vate school near their home and were planning a
festi val. They wanted to advertise the fes tival by posting large signs around their area, so
we took a trip downtown to the administrati ve center to have the signs approved . The
government mandated that adverti sements had to have a pecific colored sticker, which
the owner of the signs had to purchase at the building we were headed to.
One of my ho ts left the rest of u in the car while he checked to make sure we
had made it to the right place. Meanwhi le, I asked everyone else question about Durban,
apartheid, AIDS, and anything else [ could think of. As a city right in the middle of one
of the regions mo t affected by A IDS, Durban exemplifies the epidemic and the
devastation it ha cau ed. My ho ts had always opposed apartheid and were glad to see it
fall, but the gulf that divided them from the poor black people we saw walk pa t our car
on the street was apparent. I could sense the fear they had that their beauti ful country,
once a symbol of economic prosperity and order within the chaotic African conti nent,
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was begi nnin g to show signs of erosion fro m poor governmental admjrustrati on and the
e ffects of A IDS .
After aparthe id, the new government essentially turned o ut most o f its white
offi cials in favor of blacks, a b nd of extreme affirmati ve action policy. Unfortunately,
the decades of poor educational syste ms for black students and immense poverty had left
too few blacks as viable replacements for white workers. The government has continued
to leave blacks in those positions regardless of the effects the policy has had on
ad mjrustratio n and the general qu ality of governmental policy. My hosts' opinion was
that the government chose disorganization over reinstatement of white officials o ut of
resentment and suspicio n that they would agrun try to o ppress blacks. M y hosts tho ug ht
this fear bordered on ridiculo us paranoia, which I later decided illustrated the g ulf that
still persists between black and w hite c itizens in So uth Afri ca. I could understand my
hosts' frustration with the continued suspicion of blacks. The prospect o f reinstituting
apartheid or anythin g Like it in South Africa even if a majori ty of whites wanted to (which
they do not), is nex t to no thing. However, I could also empathize with the suspicion of
whites by many black people. Their entire history has taught them to hate, fear, and
distrust them, and history cannot be easily fo rgotten in thirteen short years. I believe in
the sincerity of my hosts and most white and black people in So uth Africa that they
would like to overcome racial issues that have so long plagued their country, bu t it will
take many more decades be fore the social , cultural, and economjc scars of apartheid have
healed .
O ver fo rty-fi ve minutes into o ur conversation, my host fin ally returned from his
search for the correct office to buy the stickers for the posters. M y mouth gaped as he
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recounted his, what seemed to me, absolutely insane ordeal in the name of a few tri vial
stickers. He went to the same offi ce he had gone to last year for the stickers only to find
it had been moved up two floors. Upon knocking at that door, the office worker informed
him the room he was looki ng for had relocated another two floors up and at the opposite
end of the building. " Alright," he thought, and he climbed the additional two flights of
stairs only to learn from another official that the entire o ffi ce had moved next door in
another building. At this point I would have given up, but then I did not have the
patience that nearly fifty years in Africa afforded my host. He then knocked at the
allegedly correct door, but his hopes were dashed again when another bureaucrat
informed him the person and office he needed had recently been reorganized under a
different department two blocks away on the fourth fl oor.
This most recent instruction had finally brought my host back to our car, which
coincidently, sat in front of the most recent building in question. He quickly checked to
make sure he finally had the correct office and all four o f us grabbed a stack of posters
and made our way to the fourth floor. The man in charge o f the stickers slowly, painfully
slowly, placed them on each of our eighty posters. My host offered to help him, but he
said he could not allow anyone to help. Finally, over an hour after we had arrived, the
sti cker ordeal's end seemed to be in sight when the official arrived at the final dozen or
so posters. These posters had a different date on them and "Thanks Coca-Cola!" scrolled
at the bottom as a thank you for the previous year's contribution. The official told my
hosts that these posters required a different, much more expensive sticker on account of
the bottom inscripti on. My host tried to explain that they were going to change the date
of the posters anyway si nce they were being reused from last year and that he could
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cratch out the "Thanks Coca-Cola !" on the bottom while he was at it. The official
would have none o f it. If he wanted to use the poster he had two choices: pay more for
the stickers now, or come back tomorrow with the posters changed.
We left and had no intention of corning back the next day. I could not believe the
events of the previous hour and a half. Even more unbelievable, my host never once
grumbled. He s miled happily and accepted the frustrating reality of the situation.
Apparently, he told me, this kind of thing happened all the time. If he went to the trouble
of getting upset he would go crazy. Thi s was Africa after a ll. His wife would later tell
me that she would not mind leaving South Africa if she could li ve close to her family, but
her husband loved his country, fault and all, too much to ever consider it. That day I
found yet another rea on to have hope for South Africa.

Interview with Gavin and Reward from Focus on iThemba:
The next day, I had the pleasure of interviewing two of the mo t enj oyable, funny,
and at the same time, dedicated people of my entire trip: Gavin Kruger and Reward
(Unfortunately, T never learned hi s
last name.). Their program, No
Apologies, is part of a larger
organization called Focus on
iThemba, which has existed since
2003 because of the vision of
Danie van den Heever, a local
businessman, and Jim Daly,
president and CEO of Focus on the Family in the United States. Focus on iThemba
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responds to the need to provide care and support for the increasing number of orphaned
children in KwaZulu-Natal. Their two-pronged attack seeks to establish cluster foster
homes as well as reach out in the communi ty and educate young people on the realities of
HIVI AIDS and promote abstinence unti I marriage as the best course of action in
combating infection. The cluster foster homes include a married couple and six foster
children. The organization has a goal to establish eight of these homes and help provide
parenting and li fe instruction for the foster parents and parents of the community
surrounding iThemba. 130 My interview, however, focused on the No Apologies
abstinence program Gavin and Reward headed.
When I met Gavin and Reward, the power had been out in the building the entire
day. The country continues to struggle with allotting power during the winter months, a
result of poor administrative management, which has unfortunately made power outages
a common occurrence. An office worker led me to a corner of the large floor of cubicles
where several employees busily worked away with the help of generators. Gavin, a tall,
quirky so-called English South African offered me some tea and motioned for Reward, an
equally tall, wise-looki ng black man, to join our chat.
I immediately liked them, and I think they liked me, too. Despite the seriousness

of our topic, they seemed excited and relaxed to explain their program to me. They made
fun of my tape recorder, acting like they were talking to it rather than me, and told me to
tell George, as in President Bush, they said hello. For all their joking, however, they
immed iately exuded seriousness when our light-hearted chat turned to the real topic for
the day: AIDS prevention.

130
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No Apologies got its name because their organization does not feel like it needs to
defend the Christian principles its abstinence policy draws from. Gavin and Reward
explained that their group does not place direct evangelizing as the main focus of their
efforts, but they also do not try to lessen Christianity's influence on why they believe
their program can best combat HfY 's spread. lf they did choose to explicitly evangelize,
they explained, many people would be chased away, and a dead person cannot be
converted anyway. The real focu s of No Apologies is to attack the mixed and confusing
cultural messages young people receive from the media with regards to relationships with
each other and the AIDS epidemic. Boys learn that having lots of girlfriends makes them
more of a man, while girls learn that this treatment is acceptable.
No Apologies also teaches children and young people the consequences of their
actions and the difference between true love and hormonal lust teenagers often mistake
for love. The love vs. lust battle has continued to be one of the most difficult. The
influence of the media has made it difficult to teach young people how to separate the
two, and that having lust does not mean also having love. 131 Young people always argue,
Gavin said, that if they love this guy or that girl, then they should be allowed to have sex
with them ; however, they fail to fully consider the implications of their actions. If they
did, Gavin argued, they would choose abstinence until marriage, even if they did really
love the person, which often is not the case.
Gavin and Reward said that they try to explain why sex within marriage and
faithfulness to that person matters within the context of future aspirations and goals. The
program seeks to not only identify the consequences associated with premarital activity,
such as contraction of an STI, HIV , or pregnancy, but also understand the value of
111

No Apologies Student Workbook. Focus on lhe Family, 1-UIIcrest, South Africa. 2000.
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healthy behaviors, and practice the skills necessary to achieve the goal of premarital
abstinence. They contend that abstinence must be emphasized and not given up on as an
impossible goal. This approach downgrades teens as animals that cannot control
themselves.
The argument that the program is too directive in that it clearly preaches
abstinence as the best and preferred method of HfV preventi on rather than non-directi ve
and preaching aJl options as equally valid ignores the need to present a clear message.
Afte r all, telling c hildren, " It's okay if you wait until marriage, but it's also okay if you
don't," really j ust preaches a message of "safe sex" with contraceptives. Gavin and
Reward pointed out that a 200 1 survey found that 54.4 percent of 15- 18 year olds in
South Africa have never had sex. However, surveys of consistent and correct condom
use show much lower rates. Maybe then, the goal of abstinence until marriage is a more
realistic goal than preaching sa fe sex. People still contract HfV from safe sex practices,
but no one does in monogamous, mu tually faithful relationships.
One of their greatest challenges is trying to get young people to make morality
transcend perceived necessity as in the case when a young gi rl may sleep with a "family
friend" in exchange for the man paying her family's bills. Reward said convincing a gi rl
like thi s that any man who de mands sex in return for his "generosity" and any fami ly
member who allows that kind of behavior does not really care about her is di ffi cult.
Culture has taught girls like this that such arrangements benefi t everyone and her
personal feelings about it do not matter.
Gavin said that having Reward as such a fantastic example for young, poor black
teenagers to look to as someone who could successfully abstain until marriage has been
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an excellent addition to the program. Reward maintained, however, that the race of the
person teaching the program matters less than his abi lity to gain the respect of the
teenagers he is talking to. Gavin also pointed out that the AIDS epidemic can no longer
be ignored by the white community as a black endemic. "We are all being touched by the
disease now," he said. At the time of my interview, white people had overtaken blacks as
the demographic with the fastest growing rate of new infections in the country.
Be fore I le ft Gavin and Reward, 1 was anxious to ask them their opinions of the
most likely successor to Mbeki as president, Jacob Zuma, and the general governmental
response to the epidemic. For the first time in our entire conversation, both men became
stern . I needed to be careful who heard me ask questions like that, they said. Zuma had
become almost a cult-like hero to the poorest and least educated blacks o f South Africa, a
substantial segment of the population. Reward said the most disconcerting aspect about
Zuma is his character, or lack of. He does not seem to respect women and publicly stated
that a person can get rid of HIV by taking a shower a fter sex.
Both men agreed that although Mbeki was slow to address the seriousness of the
A IDS epidemic, he has been influential in the success of the last fi ve years. The
Department of Education even thanked Focus on iThemba for its help in combating the
disease. The real issue, they said, was that South Africa is a new democracy and its
people have not yet learned the responsibility of their rights. The rebellion against
apartheid encouraged violence and agitation as the means to solve the country' s
problems. Thus, such ruthless and controversial leaders as Jacob Zuma have gained a
dangerous fo llowing among the masses. The cultural consensus that fairness for all
people has not yet totally taken root in South Africa as only one generation has grown up
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in freedom. There fore, Zuma could potentially gain immense power and ruin the
monumental de mocratic gains of the previous decade and any prospect for an African
. th e country. 132
A IDS success story m
·
It was finall y time to go. Almost two hours a fter our conversation had begun ; I
said good-bye to my new friends Gavin and Reward . Despite the s ubject matter, our
AIDS interview over tea seemed refreshingly upbeat and optimistic. These men knew the
challenges they faced in teaching such a blunt and straightforward message and yet they
never seemed to doubt its correctness. As I shook their hands and went to meet my hosts
at the car, they complemented my interviewing skills and reminded me to give George
the ir best wishes. I had to laugh. It was not every day I got to meet abstinencepreaching, South African Baptists who drink tea, and like George Bush.

Visit to Hillcrest AIDS Center:
A day or two later, I visited the Hillcrest AIDS Center, an organization with
around six different sub-program s. With thirty-seven employees and roughly seventy
volunteers, Hillcrest AIDS Center represents a well-organized and far-reachi ng attack. I
wanted to know more about their feeding scheme, edu cation, and income generati on
programs. I first met with the head of the organization, a tired, but busy woman, so busy
in fact, that I never caught her name. I met only brie fl y with her before being handing off
to the heads of the programs I wanted to know more about.

132
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She said that her
organization exists because a
government-run program similar to
it would have so much corruption
and mismanagement, nothing
would ever get accomplished. She
went on to explain that Hillcrest
A[DS Center is ba ed on the idea
of unconditional love. As a Christian organization, it faces some of the same dilemmas
as the No Apologies program. Hillcre t AIDS Center doe not expressly preach the
gospel, nor does it directly address Christianity, but its members are all C hristian
themselves and the benefactors of their programs know it.
The challenge of unconditional love, she went on to explain, manife t it elf when
people they are tryin g to help do not want it. For example, the organizati on has had a few
incidents where recipients of food parcels would look into their sacks and ay they
wanted something el e, that the food was not good enough.

" [n

those moments," she

explained, "one must realize that unconditional love also means serving people you may
not necessarily like." Because of such cases, the center has placed a six month limit on
the amount of time a family can receive food parcels. If people know they cannot count
on the food corning in every week, they are less likely to feel a sense of entitlement,
behave more gratefully, and try to improve their current situati on.
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I next met with the head of the education program whose name [ could not
pronounce, let al one spe ll. She told me that their AIDS edu cation programs have been
tau ght in area schools for the past seventeen years. Her staff gives around six hundred
talks a year to primary and high school students in two schools. The curriculum used to
just focus on abstinence, but has now added talks about gender issues. One of the
greatest challenges of the program has been the cooperation of the students' teachers. In
South Africa, children get a one to two hour break in the middle of the day where they
can leave campus and basically do whatever they wan t.

[n

the poorest and mos t

dangerous areas, this often means stude nts go home and get drunk or do dr ugs before
returning to the classroom. Coincidently, this is also the time that many o f the teachers
choose as the center's allotted teaching time. Thus, an already difficult challenge
becomes that much more difficult as many of the students are not coherent, let alone
paying attention.
She said that she was not sure the curriculum or method of instruction was
working in the schools. She fe lt like the younger they got to the children, the higher the
chance they could have some effect, but as the infection rates in the area are still rising,
she could not hone tly tell me the program was having that much of an impact. The fact
that throughout our very candid conversation she never lost the hope on her face
absolutely stunned me. I could tell as she described different students she had personally
tau ght that she identified with and cared deeply about all of them. Somewhere inside her
she just knew the program had to be reaching at least some of the children. [think she
mu st have thought that if even the curriculum pos iti vely influenced the li ves of even j ust
a few students each year, it was worth the frustration and heartache of each class period.
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Her resilience astounded me. If South Africa had people like her trying to combat the
AIDS epidemic, surely the country had a chance of success.
Finally, I met a short, hyper woman named Paula, who headed the income
generation project that Hillcrest A £OS Center is most known for. The taff teaches poor
woman pottery, sewing, and other crafts
by whic h they can generate an income
and support their families, even in the
face of AIDS death or illness. Recently,
the center took part in a 1.7 million rand
campaign for GAP. Participants made
little beaded doll pins called traveler
doll s, which were then sold in GAP
tores acros the United States. At just roughly 1.50 USD, each doll repre ents economic
independence for many women who otherwise wou ld live in extreme poverty. m Paula
exp lained to me that the income generation project does not function to make a profit for
Hillcrest AlDS Center, which markets the goods, but only to contin ue to function, pay for
it elf, and su tain its contributor . The program is so important, she explained, because
earni ng an income allows these women to look into the future with hope. If they have the
self-confidence that they have the ability to take care of their fami lies, they stand a much
better chance of not engaging in risky behaviors that could repeat the cycle of HIV
infection with in themselves and thei r children.
Before [ left, Paula took me on a short tour of the fac ilities, incl uding where much
of the merchandise is made.
133

r saw a dozen or so hard-at-work women, proudly creating
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unique and interesting crafts of every
kind. Where once these women would
have been destined to a life o f
immense poverty and the risks that go
with it, they now had a reliable source
of income, and a new found sense of
elf-worth . I left Hillcrest AIDS
Center with probably a dozen or so objects of every size and shape imaginable. Best of
all , I was not merely donating to a group of needy people; these women were anything
but.

Valley of a Thousand Hills:
The trip through the Valley o f a Thousand Hills represented one of the most
beautiful and ad places I have ever been. The area i

omelhing of a paradox. I have

never seen a more beautiful valley with more fanta tic views and scenery, yet I was told
the residents o f the area are some o f the poorest in all of Durban, a city o f almost fi ve
million people . They say the misery and sadness of the valley prevents it people from
appreciating it magnificence. I
had the opportunity to travel to the
area with a local church group that
made and distributed sandwiches
to the orphaned children of the
valley. Before we left, I stood
a sembly line style at a table for
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about an hour method ically pasting butter and apricot jam onto slices of white bread. In
the end , I think we made somewhere around two hundred sandwiches. While patiently
pasting, I met a hilarious Brazilian guy who mixed in a fascinating life story about how
he ended up in South Africa wi th a little shameless flirting. He had come from Brazil
knowing almost no English at all with a desire to use the game of soccer to bring people
closer together. Amazing. Somehow, an absolutely devastating disease had brought an
American girl and Brazilian guy together in South Africa. Maybe AIDS and not soccer
was what people needed to be brought closer together.
With the sandwiches finished, we fi led into a large van and set out for the valley.
Everyone happily chirped away, asking me questions about America and pointing out
different spots along the winding road. The van stopped at three designated points to let
out people. The orphaned children already gathered at the various points along the road,
waiting patiently for their sandwiches and a chance to
color pictures the group had brought for them. Finally,
we reached the last gathering spot, the home of a foster
grandmother who had eight children in her care, and
man y more congregati ng on her porch.
It was only forty-five or fi fty degrees outside,
but almost none of the children had coats to wear or
proper shoes. The church members herded the kids
onto the porch and began telling them the story of
Jes us' life with the help of an interpreter. The story
teller stopped periodically to ask the group questions
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about the story. I felt like I was watching an American
kindergarten class as vari ous children's hands shot up
enthusiastically hoping they could answer them. All the
while, the grandmother looked on contently from her
rocking chair at the brood be fore her. For a half an hour
one would never guess the difficulties they all endured
every day.
Finally, with the story over, we d istributed
crayons and paper, and the children busied themselves coloring. I had to be sneaky about
my picture-taking because whenever they knew the camera was on them, they
immediate ly stood up excitedly and tried to get in every hot. Before we left, we got the
sandwiches from the back of the van to hand out to the kids. They quietly and quickly
warmed the van, holding out their hands for two or three sandwiches each . I thought
back to the times when I was young that I turned up my no e to something my mother
would prepare for me and felt a litt le ashamed and
embarrassed. The sandwiches we had made did not
have much to them ; nor did we pend the time to
carefull y and lovingly put them together Like my
mother did when 1 was little, yet the e chi ldren
hungri ly and eagerly devoured them . For just a few
minutes until their andwiches disappeared, these
chi ldren fe lt taken care of, the most bas ic of their need
being met by trangers. In those same few minute , I
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also felt a new sense of gratitude and thankfulness for the good fortune I have
undeservedly received in my life. If something as simple as butter and apricot jam
sandwiches could light up the faces of these children, perhaps one day they would again
have enough hope and optimism in their lives to again appreciate the beau ty of the valley.

Just Being a Tourist:
The day before my last appointment I finally
had a chance to enj oy Durban as a tourist and not a
sleep-deprived AIDS researcher. My hosts drove me
all around the city. At fi rst glance, I could have
mistaken it for any city in the United States, except
that the cars drove on the other side of the road. The
highways were large and modern , wi th the
crisscrossing overpasses so characteristic of America,
and many sophisticated office buildings and shopping
centers.

(n

fact, I visited two malls that pu t any mall I

had ever visi ted to shame. One had three car
dealerships in side! We strolled by the beauti ful
beach and had lunch near the water. A man and his children did acrobatic tricks for
passing tourists, and signs for Kentucky Fried Chicken and McDonald 's Littered the
roads. We walked along the board walk, spotting a large amusement park in the distance
and observing numerous fancy beach front pools, condos, and apartments. If I had not
known better, I would have thought I was in Malibu, not the most AIDS-inflicted
province in the most AIDS-inflicted country on Earth.
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Then I took a closer look. The city was not as perfect as I first thought. My ho t
warned me not to open my window at traffi c lights to take pictures because my camera
could be snatched by a passing thief. I al so reali zed that while man y of the people
bu stling past us on the sidewalks looked wealth y and prosperous, many more did not.
also noticed that while large, private neighborhoods lined the bluffs near the highways, so
too did large informal settlements and tiny government-made housing projects.

[n

fact,

my hosts told me the government had begun to shift people out of the squatter camp into
the government housing because it reflected poorly on the city and discouraged tourism.
Driving around, [ al o started to reali L.e the dramatic gulf that exists be tween the
rich and poor in South Africa. My ho t li ved in a nice walled home with a pool, tennis
court, and amazing view overlooking the city;
yet, fi ve minutes away, we passed poor black
house ervants walking along the road besides
straying cows and chickens. The hou es were
run down and much shabbier. Indeed, I reali zed
the gulf that exists between the Uni ted States
and South Africa in general . My ho ts were
con idered middle to upper-middle class people.
They owned three cars, had a nice home, and
could afford a maid to do much of their hou e
work. Yet, they also had no central ai r or heat.
They explained to me that only the very richest people in the country can afford such a
luxury, a luxury I no longer take for granted now that l have had the unfortunate plea ure
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of sleeping in a room with the windows open when the temperature is only twenty- fi ve
degrees outside.
Perhaps the most striking example of the country's difference from the United
States occurred when one me mber o f the household told me she loved to visit the U.S.
during Christmas time. I did not immediately understand what she was getting at until
she told me that, sadly, people cannot put up Christmas lights in South Africa. They get
stolen wi thin a day or two. She marveled that people could place all kinds of decorations
on the outside of their homes, with no hi gh walls to protect against thi eves no less and
nothing would be taken. Why anyone would want to take Christm as lights, I have not yet
figured out. That I never stopped to realize how luc ky I am and that I can enjoy that
apparent luxury, no longer happe ns.
I also heard first-hand accounts of the immense crime problem in the country.
One day in particular, my hosts told me two stories of crime their family had personal ly
experienced. Their on was held at gun point in the parking lot of a grocery store a few
months earlier. The thieves wanted his car and instructed him to get in the back seat
while they drove off like "mad men" miles and miles from the area. Finall y, they pulled
the car over near a steep hill and told him to run down the hill as fast as he could. If they
could see him in three minutes, they would shoot hjm dead. Luckily, he had been on the
phone with his girlfriend in Canada when he was held up and she immediately called his
family. who went out looking for him. He eventually walked to a warehouse and met a
security officer who let him use the phone to call his parents. They found his car two
weeks later completely stripped and utterly trashed in a ditch. Later, famil y and friends
would ask him how he was doing and some people suggested he see a therapist so he
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could get over the incident. He just shru gged and maintained he was fine. He said things
like that were just a part of li ving in South Africa. If he could not accept it, he should not
be li ving there.
I was beginning to understand exactly why their alarm system and high walls
were necessary for security when they told me that not long before my visi t a burglar had
broken into their home and tried to steal a television. A screw dri ver had been left on the
window sill and he had used it to open the window. By some chance, the father had
gotten up for some water at the exact moment the burglar was taking the television. The
two men saw each other and the burglar was frightened enough to drop it and run away.
The father told me that he was lu cky his story had a happy ending, which is not always
the case.
I went to bed that night appreciative that nothing like that had ever happened to
my family. I awoke later that same night to the burglar alarm going off and was
absolutely sure of my imminent death . However, an hour later, no scary, bloodthirsty
thief had invaded my room and I finall y re laxed enough to fall as leep. No sooner had I
drifted off when the family cat jumped through the open window from outside onto my
bed. I nearl y had a heart attack and did not sleep for the rest of the night. Later the
family would apologize for not corning and telling me their son had accidentally tripped
the alarm. Apparently, they were much less worried about another burglary than I was.
The evening before I left, the family had a nice traditi onal South African
barbeque. It really looked and smelled a lot like the family barbeques I have had with my
family, complete with avid sports-watching and lots of fantastic fin ger food. The only
glaring difference, however, was that rather than watch a baseball or football game, the
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family gathered around the television for formula one racing and a rugby match. We
traded information about our country 's favorite national pastimes, and I learned the
difference between seven- and eleven-man ru gby.
That night before my last interview and plane ride home, I thought back to my
personal experience with South African culture. Undoubtedly, the families I had visited
did not represent the entirety of South African culture. After all, a country with eleven
official languages could hardly be pigeon-holed, but I did think I found several
commonalities between their culture and my own. The globalization of the world had
spread every nation' s culture to the far reaches of the world. I remembered the devotion
of the family to American Idol and their anger when the city's power went out just before
the semifinals were broadcast. I remembered how much they said they loved
McDonald 's and how much of a star Charlize Theron, a nati ve South African, was in the
United States. I even learned that South Africa had its very own version of a redneck, the
Afrikaners, who were descendents of the Dutch colonists and apparently bare an uncanny
resemblance to NASCAR devotees in the United States. I guess it was fortu nate that I
had already been on this line of thinking, because the next day, my interview with
Professor Alan Whiteside wou ld ultimately prove to tie not only all of my research
together, but also illustrate the importance of the AIDS crisis in South Africa for the rest
of the world, including the United States.

Interview with Alan Whiteside and Visit to University of KwaZulu-Natal:
During the entire drive to the Univers ity of KwaZulu -Natal, I was extremely
nervous. I had contacted Professor Whiteside because his name appeared in several of
the books I had read for my research, and I wanted to interview him about the economic
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and political impact of the epidemic on the
country. It felt like I was about to take an exit
exam for college; if I did not pass the test, all
the work would be for nothing. Throughout
the entire trip I felt confident that I knew what
I was talking about and that my questions had
been useful and insightful, but this was a real
expert. I read his books so that I could have
the authority to ask the questions I asked. I
could only hope I did not sound like an idiot.
Luckily, I felt more at ease once we entered the facility. I had done some research
a few days earlier at another campus of theirs in another part of the city where I
meticulously plodded through dozens and dozens of catalogued archives of previous
articles on the epidemi c. Somehow I felt like I had an idea about the uni versity's general
research program. The professor met me at the door to the research offi ces and offered
me some tea and co ffee before we made the trip down the hall to his large and importantlooking office. I tried my best not to look intimidated, but I am sure I failed miserably.
He did not seem to notice though and soon dove right into a flurry of graphs, charts, and
other data. He began by explaining that the data on prevalence comes from two sources:
antenatal surveys and the Nelson Mandela Surveys. The latter includes the influx of
refugees and migrants to the infection rate, while the former focuses on the prevalence of
pregnant women who visit clinics.
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He then went into the impact of AIDS illnesses and deaths on the political and
economic future of the country. He reminded me that sick and dead people are not
producti ve people. Of course the epidemic has also caused a dramatic increase in the
number of orphans, 205,305 in 2006 alone. The professor then explained that the biggest
impact on the political realities of the country is the number of people voting in elections.
The data has shown that women, for example, were less likely to vote in the 2005
election than previous elections. This decline in democratic participation was a worrying
trend the researchers continued to monitor; however, no major effect on voting patterns
had yet emerged .
Professor Whiteside also gave me the names of several books and websi tes from
which I could gather more information, some of which I have used. He cited a book by
Alex De Waal called AlDS and Power: Why There is No Crisis Yet to illustrate the
valley that separates those with and without power in the country. So far, those that have
died have not really been people who "matter. " People with unskilled jobs can be
replaced easily. Unemployment rates for poor blacks hovers around thirty pe rcent in
some areas, and these are the people from which unskilled labor jobs are filled .
However, as the sick put more and more press ure on the healthcare system, eventually a
true crisis will occur, but until the haves are more strongly affected by the disease's
wrath, the country will continue to teeter on the edge of crisis.
I also wanted to ask the professor his opinion of the government's handling of the
epidemic. He pointed out that the epidemic has been a long wave event. There is a lag
time between infection and maj or impact as the disease can lay undetected for years
be fore health problems steadily accrue . Thus, the problem and the solu tion are extre mely
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complex and governmental handling of it cannot be totally blamed for its spread. The
greates t weakness of President Mbeki , he said, was that he had no "man of the people"
quality that makes people want to follow him or believe in what he says. Whiteside
judged him to be a good technical president as in he could administer the laws, but his
reaction to and leadership during the height of the epidemic has been confusing and poor.
Jacob Zuma, another favorite topic for me to ask about, on the other hand, represents the
gender issues that plague the country . As someone who can legitimately call himself a
man of the people, he further stymies efforts to resolve the gender inequality that has
contributed to the spread of the disease.
The collapse of moral culture, Whiteside explained has impacted AIDS's spread
more than governmental action. One day while we looked for souvenirs, I heard a shop
owner talk about the practice of labolo as a source of soaring infection rates. Labolo
involves a man sav ing more and more money until he can afford a wife. One article I
found at the University of KwaZulu -Natal stated that the rising cost of labolo coupled
with the fear of contracting AIDS has made even young couples try anything to ensure
that their partners are faithful. This even includes a notab le increase in the sale of
African love potions and charms. For male clients, they want assurance that their wives
will not divorce them after the huge labolo sum has been paid. Conversely, female
clients want assurance that their partners will not cheat and possibly pass on AIDS to
them. 134 Whiteside said that this collapse of the moral culture, not the cost of labolo, is
really to blame for the multiple partners and refusal to wait to have sex or use condoms.
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My last question for the professor was what he thought Americans could do to
pos itively affect the AIDS epidemic in South Africa. He stopped, looked out the window
for a moment and said, "You know, the United States is a country where a person has
extraordinary potential to better himself, to succeed, probably more than any other nation
in the world, but it is also a country with no safety net if someone fails. Your country is
not an eq ual one. There are those wi th the power and influence and then those wi thout it.

In the broader context of the world, there are a few countries like the United States,
Canada, Europe, and others with all the resources and all the power, and then there are
those without it."
He then explained that the best thing Americans can do is be informed. They
must understand the situation in countries like South Africa and not allow themselves to
believe it does not affect them . The plight of South Africa and nations like it should be
understood in the context of global economics and politics. Globalization means that
what happens in one part of the world necessarily affects the rest of it, and until it can be
a more equal place; the AIDS epidemic, poverty, and civil war in the have-not corners of
the Earth will continue to have a greater and greater impact on the haves of the world
until they can no longer ignore what happens on the other side of the ocean. Professor
Whiteside then looked at me very care fully and said, " I think I know how you can end
your paper. HIV has and will continue to profoundly affect this nation and the world .
You should end your paper with a ques tion. Will HIV bring South Africa and ultimately
the world closer together, or will it tear it apart?" 135
Thi s question stuck with me as I le ft his office, packed for the fli ght home, and
continues to even now. My trip has tau ght me that the world and not just South Africa is
135
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at a crossroads. We can no longer ignore the global reali ty of our time, let alone escape
it. It is globalization that brought American Idol to my hosts' li ving room and Charlize
Theron to ours. What happens on the southern tip of the African continent does and
should affect our li ves in the United States, even tiny Ouachita Baptist University. Thus
we are all faced with a choice: to act or continue to be indifferent, and I sincerely hope
we choose the former.

The Future of AIDS in South Africa:
Today the UN estimates that between 4.9-6. 1 million of South Africa's population
of 55 million people are infected with HIVI AIDS , the largest number of people li ving
with the disease within one country on the entire planet. Life expectancies have fallen to
under 50 years of age for both men and women, and an estimated 240,000 children under
fourteen live with the disease.

136

AIDS-related death rates are rising, with mortality

among females aged 20 - 39 years, more than tripling between 1997 and 2004. 137 Over
the same period, deaths due to opportunistic infections such as malaria and tuberculosis
for 25-29 year olds have more than tripled for men and increased 600 percent for
women.
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Although the South African government has finally sped up its implementation of
programs of distribution of antiretroviral medication and other treatments as 300,000
HIV -positive people have received treatment and the number of public campaigns to
promote education and awareness of the realities of the AIDS epidemic have increased,
the new policies have yet to slow the infection rate. The internal division between public
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advocacy groups and the government has finally lessened as Mbeki has shifted policy so
as to improve coordination and communi cation between the two aspects of AIDS society.
Plans have also begun to restructure the National AIDS Council and develop a
government-led inclu sive National Strategic Plan for 2007 - 2011. 139 Perhaps these new
steps will finally give South Africa a viable chance to confront and combat the
overwhelming AIDS epidemic facing it. Unfortunately, the echoes of the disease will
remain for many years to come, and the severity of it could have lasting and resounding
effects upon the democracy of the relatively young republic, as well as the economic and
societal futures of its people.

Possible Effect on Democracy:
The Institute for Democracy in South Africa's Governance and AIDS Program
has established an empirical link between HIY/AIDS and democratic governance using
the electoral process as its basis. The research presupposes that democracies, as sensitive
forms of government, especially when they are as new as in South Africa, place a high
premium on delivering services that people want and need. If the services are not
delivered, the electorate's support of the system falls; and the legitimacy of the political
institutions diminished significantly. The perceived legitimacy of the government also
involves the perception that the elections and governmental process are run in a fair and
free way. With minimal fraud and corruption, people believe the system has credibility
and legitimacy. The HIY/AIDS epidemic in South Africa has put these aspects of
maintaining democracy into jeopardy.
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In South Africa, where the stigma surrounding AIDS still runs high, no elected
officials have publicly declared their HIV -positive status; and few have even declared
their negative status. 141 Indeed, during campaign season, candidates perceived as being
ill are surrounded by speculation of a possible positive HIV test. As a result, political
parties do not adopt candidates who appear or really are HIV-positive. Undoubtedly,
some elected official has contracted the disease, but the political establishment's
reluctance to have a candid and honest conversation about its own likely inclusion in the
epidemic serves only to make the people feel alienated and further stigmatizes the
disease. It also raises questions about the effectiveness of governance by elected officials
in denial about their own HIV-status and the best way to represent the electorate. 142
Furthermore, registered voters, especially in the 30-49 range, have begun to die
off in alarmingly high numbers, over 1.4 million out of a possible 20.6 million registered
voters between 1999 and 2003, 143 most likely because of HIV/ AIDS. This may affect
political bases of support for political parties which cannot effectively represent a group
of people if from election to election it does not know which supporters have not yet died
from AIDS. 144 Similarly, though there seems to be recognition of the importance of
participating in the political process by those who have contracted the disease, physical
and social barriers often prevent them from exercising their right to vote. These obstacles
include time constraints, physical challenges, distance to polling stations, and stigma and
discrimination. 145 In South Africa people with the disease have indicated that stigma is
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the number one reason why they do not participate in elections. People feel and
apparently rightly so, that they will be marginalized for appearing at public events.
Participants in the South African Department of Health Study of 2002 indicated that the
sense of stigma most obviously presented itself when infected people were symptomatic.
For example, other members of the community would not stand in the same line as
someone w1' th v1s1'bl e sores or ras hes. 146
0

The high death tolls as the res ult of the epidemic has also created a new challenge
for the government: purging dead citizens from its voter registration rolls. The
technology used to register voters and track deaths are somewhat inadequate and subject
to possible voter fraud as "ghost voting" has become more prevalent.
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The noticeable

increase in deaths of elected officials has also been a cause for alarm. Though never
confirmed as the result of HIV-pos itive status, at least some of these representati ves have
likely contracted the disease. 148 The by-elections used to replace the vacant seats have
had a much lower turnout in recent years, indicating an alarming attrition on the part of
the South African electorate that could spell danger for the country's democracy.
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A

vacant seat means a particular district has no representation; this could, in tum, alienate
the district if a by-election takes a long time to occur. It also may disadvantage smaller,
less resourced parties which cannot compete as well with the larger parties in by-

°

elections. 15 Furthermore, the cost of holding so many by-elections further burdens an
already bu sy and strapped government. By 2003, South Africa's by-elections cost the
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government 2.3 million rand per ward, or about 400,000.00 USD. There are
approximately 3,754 wards. 151
Without a more open and honest approach to HN/ AIDS within the government
and electorate in South Africa, the democratic system within the country could be in
jeopardy. As fewer and fewer registered voters come to the polls and elected officials
succumb to the disease, the system of representative government fails to achieve the
legitimacy and credibility needed to sustain a public trust in government. As the country
desperately calls out for the government to bring immediate and effective solutions to the
overwhelming epidemic called AIDS, it may also push its relatively new and somewhat
fragile democracy over the edge.

Possible Effect on Economy:
Just over twenty-five years after the first reported cases ofHIV in South Africa,
the ripple effect of the disease has begun to have a monumental effect on the economic
environment of the country. Mortality rates for new born and young children and
working age people ages 25-50 are the highest among all demographics. New born and
young children generally contract the disease from their mothers and die within four
years; then the rates drop off until adulthood. However, the incredibly high rates of
prevalence and mortality for ad ults mean a diminished and less efficient work force. The
CGE macroeconomic model shows the disease will have a crippling impact on the
economy as human capital declines and intergenerational transfer of knowledge
disappears. The difference in GOP growth by the end of 2008 would be 2.8 percent, and
by 20 10, the economy would be 17 percent smaller and per capita income could fall 8
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percent. 152 Thirty-four percent of the variance in growth would be due to slower
productivity caused by the reduced workforce capacity.151
Much of the explanation for the difference in growth of the economy (nearly 45
percent), however, rests with the most likely shift in government resources to healthcare.
This shift would mean less money towards investment and would result in a budget
deficit.
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Because HIV and AIDS attacks the immune system, infected people are more

susceptible to opportunistic infections like malaria, tuberculosis, or even chicken pox.
The enormous increase in hospital admissions as the result of HIV positive adults has
meant overcrowding in hospital wards and possible exclusion of HIV negative patients as
a result. 155 There has also been an alarming rise in the tuberculosis rates of admitted
patients, rising 360 percent from 1993 to 1997.
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The disproportionately high rates of pediatric admissions compared to surgical
admissions indicates that pediatric HIV has begun to have an impact on pediatric health
care services. Because HIV positi ve children are more likely to continue contracting
various infections and diseases, they are more likely to see the doctor more often than
children not infected. The ineffi cient and still ineffective distribution of ARV
medications and mother-to-child transmission prevention programs has meant more
children suffering from HIV and AIDS than should be.
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Because it is unlikely that the public health sector will be able to continue a
sustained increase in the cost of treating more and more cases of opportunistic infections,
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rationing of services will occur and may already be occurring now.

158

This could be

indicated by the increasingly shorter and shorter hospital stays of HIV -positive children.
The rising mortality rate of HIV-negative patients also indicates possible falling
healthcare standards. However, roughly 15 percent of South Africa's population utilizes
private health care services, which are accessed through membership in a medical
insurance scheme. Usually linked to employment, this form of health care is generally
for the wealthier sectors of society. Anticipating the economic impact of HIV on their
business insurance and medical aids industries essentially excluded benefits for those
with HIV. In response, health care providers did not disclose the HIV status of patients
and provided treatment for their opportunistic infections. This practice was largely
eliminated with the Medical Schemes Act of 1988, which banned discrimination by those
industries.
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The private sector has dealt with the epidemic through managed care programs .
Based on the premise that while antiretroviral medication is expensive it can reduce
morbidity and improve survival, it has been more successfu l at managing HIV and AIDS
care than the public sector. Though the rates of infection for those using private care is
lower than those using public care, this can mostly be attributed to the higher
socioeconomic status of its patients who are less likely to contract the disease. In the
managed care schemes that cater to the lower end of the market where prevalence rates
are higher, the programs may face similar runaway costs as the public sector. 160
Possibly the most unfortunate impact AIDS has had on the health care system has
been the discouraging impact it has had on people aspiring to practice medicine. Fear of
158
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contaminated needles exposing and infecting them with HN tops the reasons many
people may not become doctors. Furthermore, the overwhelming nature of the disease
has negatively impacted," .. .doctors' perception of themselves, their technical
proficiency, their ability to care and feel for others and themselves, and for some, their
entire sense of self. .. ." 161
On a smaller level, those infected with the disease or those who have few
resources to work with, namely the poor and disadvantaged, may be less willing to invest
what few assets they have for the future when their short-term survival needs outweigh
everything else. So, a poor high-risk South African li ving in a squatter camp may believe
his chance of living past thirty-five almost impossible will probably not invest in
education, proper housing, or savings. 162 Girls are also much more likely than boys to be
kept out of school if financial constraints require it. 163 This means further
disempowerment of women in a society of pervasive gender inequality and the reduction
of qualified and contributing members of the economy. Conversely, while this
demographic will likely be risk-adverse when it comes to their limited resources, they
will also likely be more willing to make short-term risks that relate to their health if it
means more resources or if they feel completely hopeless. This could mean unprotected
sex, which could in tum fuel higher infection rates. 164

Future Generations of South Africa:
The South African AIDS crisis represents the equi valent of one September ll lh
attack every three days. Over one million children have been orphaned as the res ult of
161
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the crisis and millions more may be. 165 Poverty and chaos characterizes much of the
country as the cycle of misery. tragedy, and death seem to repeat itself over and over
again while the world watches a once proud symbol of peaceful democracy within the
chaotic African landscape crumble from all sides.
The monumental impact of the HrY/A[OS epidemic in South Africa will echo for
generations to come. Scientists estimate that life expectancies within the country will fall
3l.9 years from expected levels by 20 10 from 68.4 years to just 36.5 years. 166 This alone
has obvious ramifications for the future members of society. During the 1999-2000
school year over 100,000 children lost their primary school teacher, undoubted! y many to
the epidemic. 167 The deaths of such key members of society as teachers, doctors,
policemen mean an enormous impact on the safety, health, and development of the
country's children. The fact that the government does not fully fund education and that
an alarming number of children are being orphaned every year means fewer and fewer
children may receive the chance to better their lives and get out of high risk
socioeconomic groups.
The deaths of so many 30-49 year olds because of the disease means the society
will have to deal with a large generational gap between the young and very old. As
increasing numbers of grandparents take over the parenting duties left by their children,
the family unit will fundamentally change. Many children, forced to leave school and
help support the family will not have the opportunity to take the place of skilled
professionals dying off because of the disease. These are also the children who will
inherit the difficult economic and political challenges the epidemic has created.
165
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The AIDS epidemic has really become an international issue as globalization,
increased communication and travel, and exchanges of cultures have bound all countries
and continents to each other. Just as the teenage girls of the Thananandi Orphanage in
Johannesburg, South Africa, and I found common ground over the topic of American pop
stars, so too should the United States and the West in general find commonalities with the
people of Sub-Saharan Africa. The world has gotten a lot smaller, more flexible, and
certainly too changeable and variable for Americans or any other seemingly unaffected
country to avoid the realities of the AIDS epidemic, not only in South Africa, but all over
16

the world. x The epidemic called AIDS economically impacts not just South Africa or
Sub-Saharan Africa, but the entire world . The interconnectedness of societies because of
globalization has seen to that. Thus, not only would it be inhumane to pretend like the
suffering of millions of people th ousands of miles away does not affect us, it would be
flat out wrong.
Yet, much of my research and my trip to South Africa illustrate the prospects for
hope. While the adults suffering from the disease will likely die before any vaccine or
cure is discovered, the real hope of the country lies with future generations. The deepseeded cultural and historical realities that have provided AIDS an alluring avenue for
spreading throughout the country can be confronted and challenged. The inspiring and
relentless work of such people as Gavin and Reward, from the No Apologies Program,
and the members of the Hillcrest AIDS Center's educational and income generation
programs prove that attacking mistaken and outdated cultural beliefs and providing
people an avenue for real economic success and independence can be a successful
methods for changing hearts and giving hope to the South African people.
168
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Science and medicine, though helpful, cannot defeat the behemoth that is the
AIDS epidemic; only the actions of real people can . If the future generations of South
African people can be taught to change their way of thinking about their place in society,
culture, and relationships with each other, the now hopeless case of South Africa can be
turned into an unbelievable story of success. Though the disease has provided incredible
obstacles, it has also provided not only South Africa, but the entire world a choice:
whether the seemingly insurmountable disease will destroy democracy and hope for an
entire people, or unite all of us in the possibility of economic, social, and political
equality.
So the crisis of AIDS in South Africa comes full circle back to a story about a few
starfish washed up on the beach. Today in South Africa those starfish are the key to
saving the country; they are its future generations, and a small little college with a funny
sounding name can legitimately and drastically affect the path of life of nineteen
orphaned children. These children, whose lives are at once so different from our own, are
also at the same time so intimately and unconditionally bound to us as compassionate and
empathetic human beings that we can no longer afford to flip the channel past a news
story on the subject or sigh indifferently about its unfortunate effects. These are the
stories of real living, breathing children, not just mind-numbing UN statistics.
The most inspiring and memorable person I met on my entire trip to South Africa
is someone whose name I do not even know and probably never will. He is an
approximately four-year-old boy who was unceremoniously brought to one of the
orphanages I visited in Johannesburg. He spoke a sort of child tribal babble that none of
the social workers could identify, and he had only been in the orphanage for about a week
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when I met him. The most remarkable thing about this child was his captivating smile
that never left his face from the moment I arrived until I reluctantly left.
He laughed heartily and insisted on commanding my attention and lap during my
entire visit. Here was a child whose life had been characteri zed by who knows what
horrible conditions, and yet he had a resilience I would contend few adults anywhere in
the world could match, probably precisely because they are adults. Still young enough to
hope and love, he has become for me a symbol of the possible future of South Africa and
the world for that matter. He can be helped to rise above cultural, econom ic, political,
and historical realities and in tum not just overcome the vast pandemic called AIDS, but
also c hange the entire society in which he li ves. Not half bad for a little starftsh washed
up on the shore.
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